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BLOW IN THE FACE
OF PRES. HARAHAN
Delivered By Stuyvesant Fish
At Board Meeting
Mimes Central Director/0 Have lie.
hibition of Manly Art
Presented.
THE WORD LIAR IS PASSED.
New York, Aug. 29.—There was a
regular meeting of the directors of
the Illinois Central Railway minim-
__
ny at No. 11 Broadway at the end
of which Priptident James T. Hara-
han ceeiled former President Stern's-
smut Fish a liar and Me. Fish
struck President Harahan three
stunning blows la the faee. • '
Hebert titmice Cornelius Vander-
blet'and Charles A. Peetbqdy, fellow
directors in the corporation, separat-
ed the combatants as Mr. Fish was
about to deliver his fourth blow.
With blood streaming down his
countenance. Precedent Harahan
rushed from the office said caught a
train for Chieago.
Mr. FIste‘ mulling • genially and
without a scratch, walked away af-
ter shaking hands with several ad-
herents, and went up town in a tri-
ll niphal Web.
Less than e year ago Mr. Fish
was president of the Illinois Central,
E. H. Harriman stepped In— with a
past record of similar successes te
lend him centidence, stale away the
most of the pro-Fish proxies mild
prgsented the re-election of the mul-
ti-millionaire Kniekerbocker to the
presidency of the raod.
That provoked Mr. Fish somewhat,
lie having held undisput4d sway of
the railroad lineup to that time, but
when Mr. Harriman elected James
T. Harahan la his place, the provoca
tee/ changed to anger.
MT Fish was the more indignant
because he thought Mr. Harahan all
along his friend. The Harriman di-
rectors bad come to say that the 1!-
Itnois Central wits doing very finely
-- more freight and passengers than
its rolling stock could attend to, ml!-
lions rolling in. to the thousands
rolling out--everything prosperous
and serene—with the smiling Pres-
ident Harahan, presiding in the
prceident's chair to prove R.
Stuyvesant Fish walked into thr
middle of the meeting with Much
long-cehrished hatred sizzling under
his smiling lips. He took a chair and
listened to the outpourings of Presi-
dent Harahan. ,
The session was half over when he
arose and politely begged permis-
sion to submit a resolution to the
board.
The .1.4-90 atinii 004/4,h 941 i the
Mencius terms of belligerent capital-
ists, called virtually for an investiga-
tion of the Harrimau regime--from
the day Stuyvesant Fish was dispos-
ed. It was of vital questions, and
charged several unsavory things.
Mr.' Fish was in the midst of its
most ferociout paragraph when Rob-
ert Goelet got up in a panic and
,rur that the board adjourn. _
* . Peaisody seconded it in a bur-.
ry. Harahan whacked his mallet, de-
elared the motion carried and put on
his hat.
"I am not through yet." said Mr.
Figh very tensely. would like to
get, this reeolution before the
board."
"The meeting is adjoureed en
flounced President Harahan-.
"It's a snap adjournment." re-
joined Mr. Fish.
"The gentleman is out of order for
the meeting is adjourned," said Mr.
Harahan.
"It's ep outrage," thUndered hack
Mr. Fish, but before he could pro-
ceed further with his resolution the
majority of the directors had iTiit on
 bats andwere working toward
the outer door.
The former president advanced
upon his successors:
"You don't dare let this resolution
be read." he shouted angrily.
And Harahan shouted bark:
"-You're a liar."
Stuyvesant Fish stands 6 feet it
inches: in his stockings and carried a
weight to match.
He advanced toward Harahan. who
made a move as to alma his right
hand into Itts hip pocket. Fish
caught the band half Vi A V.
Then he let go a blow with . his
free left arm- that caught the presi-
dent of ,fIe Illinois Central full on
the jsine and sent him otaggertrig
Aapther thendteed after it. The
enteel—loseekeel- Me. Haessitan n*W.-I494
his official seat at. the bead_ of the
WEATHER FORECAST,
RAIN
Sle•wer% t gist mid probably Fri-
day. Highest temperature yesterday
WI: lowest today, 73.
PARLIAMENT.
London, Aug. 29.--With pict-
uresque old-time ceremonial Mc.
Itrittish parliament aas pro-
rogued today. thus ending one of
the longest and most arduous
seselons during which the neat
W.W.II( wale given to over sixty
bills liitli the late houses
paned.
A M ORR 'A N BAR.
Portland, Me., Aug. elle—The
nominating con, iii i i lie. of the
American Bar aesociation report-
ed the Het of lancers and the re-
port wale addopted its follows:
'President, J. NI. Dickinson Chica,
go; uerreeary, John Ilinkley,
Raltimore; treasurer, Frederick
K Wadhanue New York. The
convention then adjourned.
NELSON MORRIS.
(ltieseso, Aug. 29.—The funer-
al %reviler for the late Nebion
Morrie, (aticiago
packer. was held at 11 o'clock
this morning at Isis home for
member% of the-family, and pub-
lic service was tsteducted at 1
o'clock at Abraltant 1.i ile4 n
Center, presided eser by the
Rev ere/eine I Inset Jones. Work
use practically suspended at the
meek semis during the day
$.1.000.
New York, Aug. 29..L.Despite
Om fowl Gee the entire police
force is weaselling for hint, no
• 
trace Ilan yet been found of
Stewart Heilth•lback, the wealthy
nutnufacturer of l'incintietle
who disappeared 14 dai y . The
fart that he had about 01-1.0040
In his poeseeseun when he disap-
peared. luta ittereased the SIP.
prehension of relatives.
CENTRAL _elle:RICA.
%Var. h ngto n, Aug. OW—Presi-
dent Roosevelt and President
Diaz simultaneously have tele-
graphed notes to the presidents
of the five republics of Centrist
America offering the good offices
of the United States and Mexico
in bringing about a conference
of the republics for a discussion
of Mauer to maintain peace. This
nmetuncentent was mede today
by Acting $1.cretary Adee, cif the
state department. The exert,
time of !Wilding the notes was
not made known, but it is pos.
slide that replies trent some of
the countries already have.
reached Washington, and it is
believed that all will be here
within twenty-four hours,
TELEGRAPH P1414. e
New York, Aug. 20.—The
great question of whether the
telegrapher% employed by brok-
ers will be called out is still un-
settled. A meeting called for
yesterday afternoon to take ac-
tion, wits ,poetponed until (him
afternoon.
desk with an impact that /sent
skidding against the far wall of
•
room.
Goelet and Vanderbilt were
tween the two, however, before






face was already swollen., But his
eyes held a glimmer which showed
he was ready /to counter on Fish, who
stood ready enough to meet him.
Soothing words from the interven-
ing directors, however, reminded the
fighters that the Illinois Central
board room is not the spot for physe
cal jousts.
But Fish held his frl ale*. , glaring at
the other until President ;Harahan
had bben htiatied away. Then he
chuckled at he wraPped a handkor-
FARMERS TO WORK
ON COUNTRY ROADS
Six Days Shall They Labor
Iem. The Public.
Fiscal Court Probably Will Give AU
at theme 'ro Dimples 'Their
.ebility.
STATUTES GIVES THE RIGHT.
From a reliable and authentc
source comes the statement that Me-
Cracken farmers sill be given an 0P-
portueity to display their knowledge
of road building next year. It is
stated that WM court will require
each farmer to work Mx days me of
the year on county 'roads in addition
to contelbuting a road tax, as pro-
vided by statutes. It is the result -of
"grumbling" on the part of some
farmers as to McCracken county's
roads.
Many complaints have come from
different sources relative to "this
road and that road" and "how much
better I could work the road" Such
talk has set members of fiscal court
to studying and realizing that no
road improventept bonds Can be' is-
sued this or next year, steps to bet-
ter road conditions are already un-
der consideration.
The statutes provide that every
farmer between the age of 18 and
52 years of age may be co:else:led by
fiscal court to work at least six 'days
on :county roads. Besides this the
board may fir the road levy at what-
ever figure the magistrates believe it
Mould be, according to the work
mapped out in advance. Heretofore
McCracken county farmers have not
had to work roads as they do hi
some counties. Many have furnished
teams to work them, an indurement
to get the read improvement.
REGISTERED MAIL THEFT
NAM RV 14. orelic v alias
Chicago, Ill , Aug. 29.--Three
ciphers have disappeared from the
amount taken in the alleged $350,-
no0 mail robbery on the Chicago,
Burlington and Quincy railroad train
recently. The official count of the
last money is $250. PostoffIce In-
spector Kimball yesterday received
word from the ollielalcs at Denver
that they had not yet found the thief
nor the two mall pouches stolen, but
that they had found that the amount
teken was but $250
DICK FOWLER CHOSEN
BY CAIRO CITIZENS
The Hopkins Will Carry
Evansville Crowd To
Meet President.
It is not announced officially, but
It is practically assured that the
steamer Dick Fowler has been char-
tered by the city -of Cairo and the
business men to accompany Presi-
dent Roosevelt front Cairo to Mem-
phis, when he makes his trip down!
lifiasheippt rarer ft Ortobere
A meeting of the citizens of
'Cairo was held Tuesday night and
the chartering of the Fowler agreed
upon, and it is believed the official
letter will be received by the owners
today. As understood, the boat will
leave Cairo October 3 and go to
Memphis. The Fowler will return
October 6, to resume her regular
trade.
It is an honor that the Fowler
shituld be chartered. Before the trip
will be made by the boat will be
thoroughly overhauled and will be
as neat and pretty as when launched.
With the decorations the boat will
be as pretty as any in the party, ated
should a speed contest be had the
Fowler would be in the lead, The
citieens of Evansville have chartered
the steamer John S. Hopkins, owned
by the same company, to tee rep-
resentatives from Evansville. Presi-
dent Roosevelt will be given a royal
owelcome n his trip everywhere,
Ingenious Convicts Escape.
Joilet„ 1.11., Aug. 29.---Making a
rep* by braiding linen bandages and
a hook by bending an iron rung with
their prison- chain. Adward Quinn
and Miry Remitters, long time con.
HAVING FUN WITH WALL STREET.
Senator Conn Linn Gives Captain
W. J. Stone an Opportunity to
—Berryman in Waahington Star,
ADAMS IS DISMISSED
IN THE POLICE COURT
Could Not Prove State Organ.State Grievances to 'Committee
EMMA GOLDMAN SAYS
AMERICAN LAWS ARE
TOO WrItICT FOR HER
rust cede us. Aug. 29.—A me r.
lean laws were mail,- the subsese
of bitter criticism by Entine"
(isdidritan, the American nnarch-
I,, aim reddrese to the tiller-
nail I anarchist congress here.
She said the statutes of the
United States are so strict it
practically is impossible to carry
on an anarchist propeganda.
Anarelly. ill! 911.11V1*, is growing in
America, she said, eepecially
gaining adherents among the
Jewish people.
WANT TOBACCO (IMPANIES
TO LABEL THEIR WARES.
Lexington, Ky., Aug. 29.-- The
American Soctiety of Equity has set
on foot a movement to have laws
pageed by the legtseaturrse Of' -Ken-
tucky, Ohio, Tennessee and West Vir-
ginia, compelling all tobacco compa-
nies to label all their wares, showing
the percentage of licorice and other
Ingredients. News of ehle proposal
was received here today.
RAILWAY CARMEN
WILL NOT PARADE
Decide by Referendum Vote
Not to Appear in Line
Labor Day
At a meeting of Labor Day com-
mittee last night the Goddess of La-
bor contest was closed and, there are
but two candidates entered. Miss Hel-
en Hanna. sister of Mr. George Han-
nin, the Illinois Central tinner, is
tbe oandklate of the pipefitters and
tinnere' union. Miss Edith Malone: Of
West Trimble street, is the candidate
of the carpenters' union.
Tickets have been given out and
union men are selling them. The
young woman getting the largest
number of votes will be elected, The
crowning of the successful candidate
follows several weeks after Labot
Day,
Carmen Will Not Enter.
Contrary to a firet decision, when
it was decided that the Brotherhood
of Railway Carnien should march in
the Labor Day parade, carmen will
not participate in the parade: This
was decided by nn individual vote ta-
ken'at the shops this week. jt seems
that few were at the lodge room
-when the first vote was 'Olken, and
chief about a briesest right kniekle vices, escaped trent the state petal- many objected 16 participating in the
irtret vreiltect ent with- friends try - a teethe'? at athentest --They were deslmitraieee yew beteg allitated watt the
waiting cab tailed as nurses In the hospital. lAnterican Federation of Labor,
Meets At Kuttawa Today But
Opponent Will not Be Pres•
ent and District will See a
Red Hot Speaking Cam•
paign This Fall.
BOTH WERE IN PADUCAH
In what promises to be a fruitless
effort, except as a good political
move. Senator Conn Linn, of the Cah-
loway-Livingston-Lyon-Trigg district
Is appearing before the district Dem-
ocratic committee today at Kuttawa,
to hem- the complaint, of irregular-
ity in his nomination made by W. J.
Stone; of Lyon county, who is run-
eleff-aa-441-14141444eildeat to eatcceed
Senator Linn, the Democratic nomi-
nee. Captain Stone's presence is not
anticipated, as his views on the sub-
ject have been clearly expressed. In
reply to a letter front Senator Linn.
Inviting the conference, he said he
never questions a committee's ac-
tion, and he will not appear, but will
continue his cempaign for the office.
Senator Linn says that if Captain
Stone persists in his candidacy, the
warmest speaking campaign the coun-
ties have witnessed will be the out-
come. Senator Linn peoposes to
make at least a dozen speeches in
each of the four counties. Senator
1.inn's nomination, according to Cap-
tain Stone, 19 irregular. He was
nominated by the committee, just as
was Congressman 011ie James, the
nomination going by defatet for
want of opposition. The district
committee set a date for the conven-
tion, and resolved that, if no more
than one name was proposed before
a certain date, the nomination should
go to that person. Senator 1.1nn's
name was the only one entered and
he was declared the nominee. This
'month Captain—stone announsed.
Senator Linn invited him to a con-
ference with the district committee,
where Stone should state his griev-
ance, agreeing to abide by the decis-
ion, or by that of the state central
committee, should Stone see fit to
appeal. one replied that the coin
mittee had acted and that he would
not go "behind the *returns." The
committee is In session this after-
noon. Senator Linn was In the city
this morning on his way to Kuttawis.
Drops 8.000 Feet! Is Unhurt.
Greenville. 0„ Aug. 29.s -.Roy Knit-
benshue'9 airship, while 2,0N)0 feet
above' the fair grounds, burst at 6
o'clock last night and droppell like




When the case against J. W. Ad-
ams, state organizer for the carpen-
ters' union, charged with carrying
concealed a pistol, Was called this
morning in police court there was a
ercwded court room to hear evidence.
Nearly every striking carpenter was
on hand, and other union men were
also in attendance. Adams was dis-
missed, the evidence failing to show
positively that he had any weapon.
He was represented by Attorney
John K. Hendrick.
Adams went to the new school
house under course of construction.
Jackson and Twelfth streets, with
several other union men to confer
with* non-union men at work there.
Hot words followed and Aaron Tilley,
one of the noffeunion men, it is al-
leged, picked up a brick to throw.
It is alleged that Adams called hint a
name. A companion disarmed Ti.
ley and a warrant. charging Adams
with carrying a pistol followed. Non-
union men theugle they saw a muz-
zle of a pistol protruding out from
Adams' hand. The evidence showed
that Adams was left-handed and that
no one ever saw him with a gun.
TWO NOISY BURGLARS
EXPOSE THEMSELVES
When Jack O'Connor, a well known
central machinist. passed
Mack McChesney's • grocery store,
Twelfth a,nd Jefferson streets,' last
night about 1-2 o'clock., he heard
voices and saw the front door stand-
ing open. lie was across the street
at the time. and suspecting burglars
were in the store, raised an alarm
The burglars, two in number and
white men, ran out of the door and
escaped. Patrolmen were summoned
hut too late to give chaise. Mr. Mc-
Chesnef was notified and an exami-
nation showed they secured but a few
cents out, of the cash drawer. En-
trant* was effected hy breaking open
the front door.
SEWER DIRTRICT, NO. 2
IS UP TO INSPECTORS
LIGHTNING, WIND
AND RAIN STORM
River Men Have Serious Time
During Brief Gale.
Buildings and Boats Struck at
Saisithiand During Severe l'hata-
tion l'esterdny.
ILLINOIS FARMER'S ESCAPE.
Although the wind did not do any
damage here yesterday at noon it
was blowing a gale on the river, and
reports received this morning Indi-
cate the wind was more severe up
the Tennessee and Oleo rivers. The
steamer, Chattanooga aural her.
late yesterday aftertiodle • the
Tennessee river minus *by stage,
I watich she lam, up the rive, he beset
was about 15 miles from Paducah.
when the wind came up and she was
forced to the bank. A' strong curreet
of wind caught the stage aud :n a
moment one guy wire snapped, :ear-
.ng the stage free to swing. Before
derichands could replace the rope or
secure a hold of the stage another
gush came and blew the stage around
award the bank and struck a tree.
Tilt-, stage fell into the river, but no
damage of any consequence was
done the packet. The stage was tied
securely and the boat came to Pa-
dueah. where another "boron" will
be secured.
The Mary N. was out in the river
with a raft of logs about Davis point.
below the city, and the wind carried
her over to the lainole shore. The
little boat could not resist the wind
and she was blown against the bank.
but the crew made a secure landing
and remained at the mooring untie
the wind subsided.
The Joe Fowler, the Evansville
packet, encountered the wind up the
Ohio river and was forced to the
bank. This was the second hard wind
the Fowler was In on this trip, but
no damage repotted. Rtvermien on
boats in the lower river did not have
any trouble with the wind.
Metropolis. Ile. Aug. 29. (Special.)
--Lying under a splintered tree, be-
side his damaged wagon and three
dead, horses, Alvin Pierce, if MILS11444
county farmer, three miles from Me-
tropolis, was picked up yesterday
afternoon by members of his family
and taken home, where he revived.
from a lightning shock that struck
the tree under which he had taken
shelter. He was working in the field
with three horses when the storm
came up. He hurried with the horses
and his wagon to the friendly shelter
of the tree. He lied his horses
around the wagon bed, in which he
Iplaced their _feed_ Lightning struck
and splintered the tree, and running
down wrecked the wagon bed and
killed the horses.
When Mr. Pierce did not return
to the house, the members of the fain
fly, who heard a terrific clap of
thunder, hastened to the field and
found him lying there apparently
deed. He will -recover.
11E41
Lightning at Smiehland.
Bibithland. Ky., Aug. 29. (Special),
—The most severe electrical storm
that has visited Smithlind in months
broke out about noon yesterday. A
gasoline huckster's boat at the wharf
_was struck and set on fire, but the
owners rushed down to the whirl
and extingUished the flames before
serious damage was done. The color
eel school heuse was struck, but no
one was in it. and the residence of
Thomas Davis."-at the edge of town,
was set on fire by lightning. The fire
was extinguished with little trouble.
Sewer district No. 2 has been com-
pleted and is ready for inspection,
the announcement of its completioa
being formally made to the board
of public work" by Thomas Bridgers'
Sons eesterday. AL& special meeting
it was decided to begits inspection of
the district Friday. The inspection
will be, made in, automobiles furn-
ished by the contractor and will be-
girt at 1.30 o'clock. It will require
iteveratedayir to romeartP the 1mpe
tlote
Elected President,
Chicago, Aug. 29 —James B. Cur-
tis of New York, was today elected
prealdent of the Delta Tau Delta fra-
ternity at its thirty-ninth biennial
convention at the Auditorium hotel.
MAYBE, HE WILL BE
A GREAT INVENTOR
Willie, the little son of Mrs. Dru-
ck. Brantley. of 1106 Madison street.
suttees from severe scalds on his
face and body, the 'exult of an ex-
plosion yesterday afternoon of a tie
can which the youngster had convert-
ed into a miniatere boiler. The
youngster built a fire under the can
and was patiently watching the pro.




MALARIABLAo ODS P OLSCON‘.
UNDERMINES THE HEALTH-
LAYS THE FOUNDATION FOR DISEASE
Malaria comes from the absorption into the blood of germs and microbes
which destroy the rick, nutritive qualities of the circulation and reduce it to
a weak, watery, disease-spreading stream. The healthy color of the skin is
given to it by the millions of little red corpuscles which are in the blood.
These are the carriers of nourishment and health to all parts of the body;
in other words the very life and vitalizing essence of the circulation. The
destruction of these corpuscles by the malarial poison takes the color
from the cheek, and in the first stages of Malaria we have pale, sallow faces,
poor appetite, a bilious conaition is set up, and we feel "out of sorts"
generally. But Malaria means more than this; it is a systemic blood poison,
which undermines the health and gives rise tb innumerable and sometimes
Serious disorders and diseases if the poison is allowed to remain in the blood.
As the blood becomes more and more polluted with the malarial poison, the
digestion becomes deranged, chills and fever are frequent, skin diseases,
boils and carbuncles, and sores and ulcers break out on the flesh, and after
awhile the foundation is laid for other diseases which either prove fatal or
permanently undermine and wreck the health. Malaria can only be worked
out of the system through the blood. Purging the liver and bowels witlk
strong, nauseating cathartics can never remove the trouble because they do
not reach the blood where the germs are constantly intiltiplyipg. The only
hope for a cure is a remedy that can destroy the germs and microbes, and
neutralize the bad effects of the poison, -and S. S. S. is She medicine to
accomplish this, 'because it is a perfect blood purifier and. a general systemic
remedy of unequalled value. S. S. S.
searches out and removes every trace
of the malarial poison and puts the
blood in such rich, healthy condition
that sallow, adaemic complexions take
• 
on the ruddy glow of health, the liver
and digestion are righted, the appe-
tite improved, the system vitalized
and strengthened, mad every symptom of Malaria passes away. Malarial
persons will find S. S. S. not only a prompt remedy but a 'gentle, plea.saent act-
ing one, as well as a certain cure for this disease. Besides removing the
cause of Malaria S. S. S. builds up every part of the system by its fine tonic
effects. Persons living in a malarial Section should, "at this season, fortify
their systems against ties insidious disea-sc by purifying their blood with a
opourseof S. S -S. Book on the bled and any medical advice desired sent
free of charge. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA
---
e-ereered of etate late: grate or agre
cal? tidal colleges and institution
whi reeewilitery inetruetiou, is regard-
ed as nominal.
1Vhere It Is lifireetcable a detailed
retired non-commissioned officer i
ORDERS Fitoet BEADdrtetierlette.
ar Ihimart miout litc% ifriculat bus
:it Educate:Hai lust it utiore, where
cuureee Are tilt-en.
Waelengton, D. C.. Aug. 29.-Be to report to the officer on duty at the
school or eollege for instructions ascause of some neceseary changes is
She character of mule lee eiseee eau_ his assistant.
rational institutions at whieh army
or navel officers may be crililed and 14010.F. (RUM DEAD; ENDS 1.1FE.
eseeause of Inconsistencies in thei
leen Farmer obliged to Kill Equineoriginal order, the war department
liaa made a revision of the regula- comrade.
tions and instructions WI this sub-'
ject, which hate been published in!It.Moines, Ia., Aug. 29.-Unable
the form of a new order. . to bear the thought of separation
Among the provisions i that no 
item) his faxorite horse, G. A. Long,
' s 
detail of an officer on the active 
Heella prieperous Swedish farmer at At-
as
,.
 professor of military science and 
d killed the animal tine then
AiletieS. IS to be made at any 
institu-reided his own life.
- - Long was an ardent lover of horse-
Lion which aloes not guarantee to
I flesh. All his serplus cash went into
maintain at least lee male pupilsi
flneestoeld_andelea particularly ad'
ever 15 years ve- nee military
mired a horse for which he had paid
Instructions. No detail of an officer i
$
on, the retired list is to be made to
100. The animal also showed his
regard for his master and the two
any institution of -certain classes,
known as "A. C or D," which does
cot guarantee to maintain at least
symptoms of glanders, and Long
'75 male pupil, over 15 ear* of age
e
linder military instruction. These 
thdught he could never he cured. Il
.
spent hundreds of dollars upon the
classes cover institutions whose or-;
dinimal in veterinaryy-fees and finally
ganization is essentially military
!killed the horse and himself.
utich maintain a course of military ,
feeele "i'lal to that I s. cull, -sant subs. for rrqults.
were (emstantly together.
Recently the animal developed
We have several good driving herses for sale at reasenaeie prices and
will guarantee them a.s represented, Call and see them.
THE 'FULLY LIVERY COMPANY
INCOPPOSATE
Livery sad lanai Ism. Fourth keel ad Ktategleg Imam
GUY NANCE & S
Undertakers and Embaimers
211-213 S. Third St. Paducah, By.
1WANTED4
--re•
Young Man and IS, :lien for poeleions of trust,
where intelligent service will be appreciated and
paid for-
Experienced .Men and *omen for positions re-
autring ability and tact-
People of All Ages, of all talents, of divers
iblitiete for suitable lines of employment,-
Used Things-such as Pianos, Organs, Every
Sort of Musical Instrument. Writing Machines,
Cash Registers, Store and Mee Fixtures, Talk-
ing Machines, B•oks, Engravings, Post-Cards,
Stamp Collections, Rugs, Carpets, bernIture
every kind-'
Ilerses end Carriages, trucks; business wagons,
bicycles, guns, cameras, fishing tackle, auteme•
Real Estate-lots, plots, acre& leaseholds, Nue
tiee. houses, fiats, apartments, stores--
instruction in painting, singing, the violin and
piano. short-hand, aecoUnting, correspondence.
language, dancing-
Pieces to Live-houses, apartments, furniseed
remits, bearding places where life is intereati g.
These are some of the thousands
of people and, thines that are
-wanted" in this city just now,
and if you, ran fill any of these
irantS"
IINQUIRE OF - THE PUBLIC
Through a SUN Want Advertisement.






Sigel Nel found he could Cot 1101(1 the
sad bet Think sitting on it, but
thla was A difficult proposition. By
this Mile Ed eat) thoroughly soaked
and a little bit tired, the fish heti
used his fins to good advantage and
Ed was re little mad SU he gritted his
teeth and went blindly after his prey
once more. This time he wis ewe
pounds. Little time was lost inSbow.
cleaning the fish. It was given to
the watehmusee wife and the em-
and City cesaful and when he clambered outCouncil
Agricultural 
he held a buffalo Esti, weighing le
Evansville. Ind , .Stur. 211.-The
directors of the Tri-State fair today
voted to .call off the fair this year,
'which was to have been held Septem-
er 30 to October S. The Anti-Sa-
loon league made un Ahem] to the
city council asking that no liquor be
I-014 on the grounds this year. The
directors decided there would be no










Louistihe  „ 8.2
Mt. Carmel  4.4)
Nash% Ille  b.0
Pittsburg  2.1
t. Louis  14.8



























This morning the river had risen
.1 since yeaterday mornieg. leaving
the gauge et S.S. The rainfall yes-
terday was. .05. Weather dear this
morning and business was fair with
the packets.
The Chattanooga arrived from
the Tennessee reer yesterday and
she was at Joima unloading today.
She will return this evening and re•
main here until tomorrow evening re-
ceiving freight.
The John S. Hopkins was the Ev-
ansville packet today and she had a
good trip.
The Mary Michael left this morn-
ing .down the Ohio river.
At last Capt. Gcnt has left with
Ida show boat. This morning river-
men were looking down tbe river for
a last glanne. as the showboat went
paddling down. It is understood the
boat has a medicine company aboard
and will give exhibitions at the land-
ings.
The Clyde left last night for the
Tennessee reyer with a good trip.
This trip the Clyde took the rest of
the old saw mill.
The Charles Turned was coaled
and stored this morning and left for
the Tennessee river with empty
barges after a tow of ties.
The Lyda has been let into the
river and is waiting for orders. She
is as neat and trim as when built.
Work was rushing this morning
at the dry docks. The , Martha A.
liennen is receiving repairs sad a
contract has been entered into for
repairing twelve barges and two
boats in the near future. This morn-
ing a Large was lifted out for re-
pairs.
Barges were taken out on the ways
*thee rnorreter tar repairs.
The Bob Dudley arrived today
from Nashville. and after unloading
and receiving freight, left Oh the re-
turn trip.





from the Tennessee river.
grounded a barge up the river
came down to store and coal.
morning she returned to pull
bargesetff:
The Royal was the Golconda packet
this morning and the little boat had
a good trip.
The Dick Fowler pulled out on
time this morning for Cairo with a
fa ft• trip.
The Cowling was in and out on
both trips on time today, and busi-
ness was brisk for the little packet.
The Emma has gone to Mt. Vernon
with .the two barges repaired here
on the docks.
The Bettie Owen had a good trip
over the river this morning.
Employes of the dry docks. do not
need lines and seines to catasiseihae-tor
when they gP41 one of any size they
jump in after it, and geaerally bring
it out.
This morning the docks were being
rattiest light and the pumpers were
working in a hurry. When the wa-
ter was about three feet deep on the
docks, suddenly there was a splash-
ing and foaming of the water that in-
dicated there was something big. Ed
Marttn was working on one of the
pumps and he did not wait for II
second warning. hut jumped from
tile 'pump Into the water. Ed landed
on the fish but he did not stay there,
and for some minutes he and the fish
had a tussle that was worth seeing.
Off' moment Ed would have the fish
/iu his arme end the 'text the fish
would have glided mit.- All the while
he employee were enjoying the sight
and offering E4 plenty of advice. i
pioees had a fish luncheon today.
The Saltillo went to the elevators
yesterday morning and took on
sack* of grain and added 1514 
with St. Louis offerings with her full
capacity of passengers an round
trippers. and departed in the eveaing
on • • Billy Keith, chief
clerk of the Steamer Peteis Lee,
which is tied up at Slemphie on ac-
count of the low stage of water on
the Ohio river, arrived here from
Memphis yesterday morning by rail
to visit his aunt and slater. He Is
looking in good trim and was re-
ceiving congratulations from hfis
numerotia friends.-St. Louis. Globe-
Democrat.
Oficial Forecasts.
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
Vi rnon will continue rising during
the next 36 hours. At Paducah not
meeh change during the next 24
hoursp At Cairo will fall during the
next 24 to 36 hours.
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth not much change during
the next 24 hours.
The Miastosippi from below St.
Louis to Cairo will continue falling




Brooklyn  4 8 3
Ch Vasco  6 12 1
Batteries-al-WI and Bergen; Over-
all and Hardy
R H
Philadelphia  1 G 4
Pittsburg  7 11 0







Batteries - McGinnity. Curtis anti
Bresnahan; Beebe and Noonan.
R H E
Boston  5 11 3
Cinciiiiiiti 0 4 12 1









  5 12
0 4 9
 3 5 2
5 11 2
Batterlies-Ortle Doyle and Thom-








 0 4 1
Detroit 
. Dente  3 4-
Batteries- Donovan and Schmidt;
Powell, Spencer and Stephens.
R H E
4 9 0
Malaria Makes Pale Blood.
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE-
LESS CHILL TONTO drive's- out ma-
laria and builds, up the sytem. For




We are showing some very
striking ideas- in Ladies'
Novelty Leather Goods-
purses, pocket-books, wrist
bags, card eases, coin purses.
in seal, alligator and all the
othftr now fashionable leath-
ers. It's a display well worth





Eithmer Phone No. 7.
,Agent for original Allegietti
; Candies
not itts VOL SF% two • ,sa
•
41-11R 3. 441 Vie ors? a,.
In countr'es where beer is the national
beverage, there is practically no drunken-
ness, for beer contains a small percentage
of alcohol and is rich in food values
The Belvedere Malting Process makes
Belvedere Beer the most healthful beer
brewed---the beer richest in actual "food
values.
The Belvedere Process reduced the per-
centage of alcohol to less than 3 1=3 per
cent while making the beer absolutely pure,
healthful and serengthening.
OPINION
RENDERED BY ATTORNEY 'GEN.
ERIE ON IAWAL OPTION.
Phone 408.
THE KENTUCKYtAt th:s junction the old ruan's neis
ew arrives to ask his esermission Is
attend the carnival, and is curtly re-
fused, an altercation ensues and the
old man locks the itephew in his room
and goes off to a friend's for supper.
The nepbow, Heinrich., Is about I (Labor Day)
Illinois Meinur" 1"1"-P"'" Iheihis sweetheart Gretehen runs in and -
when A REAL MUSICAL SlioW_ _
eo release himself and escape
Stelae Beluoinsent of Juetire • deplores the fact that she is unalee
for ti 'Alewife - attend the carnival as she has giv-
en ill the money she had saved ter
buy a costume with, to an old beg-
Springfield. 111., Aug. 29.-Attor- gin woman. At this junction Frit 
ny General Stead has banded down and ̀ his son return to workIthe wes
an opinion on the local option law derfnl transformation. Escape beingin
he solves theeknotty problem cut oft in all directions the twowhich
of statutory construction of the words
"precifiet" and "election district."
States Attorney Van Winkle, of
Morgan county, presented the ques-
tion by citing. the case of the city of
Jacksonville is an election precinct
comprising twelve voting districts.
The attorney general holds that
the proposition of becoming ,enti-sa-
leon territory must, in countLes riot
under township organization, be sub-
mitted to the voters of the entire
precinct, and that the word "pre-
cinct" applies collectively, and not
separately, .to the twelve districts
which go to make up the Jackson-
ville precinct. He further holds that
the petition of the voters in any one
let would not give that district
alone the debt to submit the ques-




em'nely the Carl ilagenbeck &
Great Weace Shows combined, have
outdone themselves this year, judg-
ing front the partial roster of the
feature acts: Les Rowlandes. Goldin
Russian Troupe, The Matsomotes
Tasmamians, Miaeo Sisters Tr, I
Raven Trio Sisters, Ruda It.
Peerless exhibition of horse accon
pliebments, Millie Ginnett Sister-eel,
land Sisters, performing animals, le
lano troupe, Anita Faber, Lilliati D.,
vies, John Swallow and 20 promint
riders male and female. Two eye
of Clowns 'have the fun en Mini an,.
The Carl Hagenbeck & Great Wit"
lace Shows will be here Septemb.
16. ,
"Toyland."
From the home of all toys comes
the latest success "Toyland" adopted
from an old German legehd by Sam
Morris. The scenes are NM in the
quaint old city of Nuremberg during
the annual masked carnival and le
volves round the shop of a celebrat,
toysenaker, one Fritz Heine, and th.
masked doll which closes the carol-
val.
Fritz Heine, Sr., learns that te
saying a certain incantation and pray
or at the proper time he can beirtow
life upon hie greatest work, a doll of
unusual perfection carved in - like
nests of the village belie. Prepara-
tions are Made ; for the crownlue
event of the old n's life and h.
  takes his  sou int theitkeld-litlIV-se s •
leig him the do:i as his bride, wheal
he *hall have bestowed upon it life
sweethearts disguise themselves,'
He'nrich, as Mephisto, end Gretchen
the doll's eostuttie, Heinrich seeks







Gretchen in Ike closet With the dol.
Fritz, Jr., lights the tire while his
Seats on Sale Monday.father prepares to pronounce the
words of magic which are to give lif
to his handiwork. The smoke from
the fire causes Heearich to hastily de-
sert his place in the chimney and as
he can go no further np he tumbles
out on the floor in his costnnie of
Mephistoegiviag both the Heines the
fright of their lives. He quickly per-
ceives that they do not recognize him
and promises to grant ther request
of life for the doll in return for their
souls, and brings Gretchen forth as
tiredolt endowed with incr.
A.
BURNS lt2,300, DM-1RM GEMS.
Frenzied Man Makes Ghastly Finish
to Deeds of Folly at Webster.
Webster City, Ia.. Aug. 29--After
having burned" $2,500 in hills in the
street and throwing his diamond shirt
studs and rings into the sewer this
afternoon, Carl Pressley informed the
guests in the lobby of the Parkyotel
he was going to condtuit suicide.




Matinee -----------------25c and :At
Sight•   2.5e t $1.00
called upon passers by to watch him.
then (brewing a revolver from is
pocket pressed if against his head
and fired. He died immediately.
Pressley was well known in this
and adjacent states. He had been in
this city on a spree for two weeks
see rased with drink.
FLOWERS
For beautifying your yards and
estimates on flower beds we
will call and ace you. Phone
Schmaus Bros. for the largest
and most complete stock of
flowers and plants in the city,
Free delivery to arty
part of the city.
SCHMAUS BROS.
Both Phonees






TEIEY are simple to- operate; safe and
economical. Ready at a
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why Ate alt.( in the van.--in the
pota--oi Me tcetnitos Cosiness
iS decocts( Ate give you yood iu'i/nt-
tulte lo't the good money you give
ItJ.
thae cete di&tefrpt ?ctagilies o‘
jconitietel just Ike 4ame aj Mete
tete dillnent ?ua(ities o‘ shoes.
Ate .have the good kind olfrtnitlete.
may Ate not shoW you lh° things
you Atish ifo)t, yowl, home this 6a4
and Afinta?
W BE VS A N %NIL Not A NAME? tail still %egging. The Schneider
traction grew cheerful agile.
The magistrate puckered
lips; that's all. The "dorg"
motion. It waited for ud bOUIld r
!jumped over the rail aud into the
: magistrate), lap.
New York, Aug. 29.---Magletette ••oees yours, Mrs. Schneider," said
Furlong may poenetei the wisdom of ten „ewe
Lsolomon, but if he does it waa off on
I'll go, to thci highest %vents" saida vacation. Miss Annie Answarks. miss Anstmeke, -for its not 41e,_of n Matto street, East New York,
andre, hut Fatiny.".and Mrs. Harry Schneider. of Lin-
wood\ street and Vienna avenue, both
lay claim to a doge* The court at-
t% udante called it a plain coaeh dog.
The rival claimants inserted that it
was a real Dalmatian, with Hee of
consanguity with the Valderbilt Dal-
tuatituni. Mies Anewacks called It
her Fanny; Mrs. Schneider called it
her Alexandre. The magistrate mere-
ly whistled. H. risme-tiled quicker to
the nPagistrale. He patted the dog.i
and waited. Then he had an inspira-
tion—the magistrate', not the dog.
"Bill." said he to the fat court offi-
cer, "!'all the dog by one of there
1111111es.'
"Come here. Featly." said the sli-
cer. The coach dog jumped up, furl-
ouely wagging his tail. Mies An-
swerks and her following turned
looks of trittifilifftint. Korn upon the
Schreider adherents.
"Here, you. Alexandre." said the
The eeic pranced back:
'Fannie," Natal One; "Aleliandrie,"





Both of One Mind.
A fat Irish woman, bearing a num-
ber of bundles. entered a crowd, .1
team ear. The on:y semblance of a
seat she could find was'a stuallespace
at the right of a disagreeable youth.
Into tkis splico, sufficient only for an
indigidual of ortlinitrs Flee. the fleshy
fIrish woman squeezed herself. Much
to the annoysepte of the youth.- fter
a moment or so the MAI woman pro4
duced a cheese sandwIch. which she
proceeded to devour with every evi-
dence of relish. At this the youth
gave her a look of ineffable disgust.
and [licit/ the skirts of his frock coat
closer to him. "I suppose, me lad.'
grvini naturedly said the woman,
"thitt ye' d prayfer-r ft have a gInCe-
man sittin• text to ye?" "1 certainly
would." snapped the eoungster. "Se
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30-PIECE MILITARY BAND-30 I
ME PADUCAH INENilkal SUN.
RE-INFORCEMENT
FOR GEN. DRUDB
Existing Conditions Now Re-
main Unchanged.
.1 consolidation of the l'adtterth Military
linnd and the Methropolis roneert Band
The Metropolis hand in recent yearn has won first
nrizfa In numerous hand contests in Southern lilt-
11015, and Includes In Hai meinbership some the beat
musicians in the state, The Paducah Military 13aod
during the last month has been rcheltraIng two and
three tiniest a week—in preparation for the Fall
Those Show; latherefore In better condition than at
Nur time this season, and the union of the two Lands
promises•the music lovers the real
MuSiCIRI Event of the Season.
S
Moors ,Are Again .11epuleed Before
- Casablenea By French
Soldiers,
PAGE TICKER
It F:14 tR'I' TH.11' SULTAN KILLED.
Paris, Aug. 29.- -It was officially
aupiunced last night that General
Drude, In view of the situation pro-
duced by the prnelamation of Mutat
Haig as sultan, and an order to be
prepared for all eventualities, had
asked to be reinforced by two battal-
ions of troops. Orders were accord-
ingly sent to Oran, Alegria, for the
dispatch to Moroeto of reinforce-
ments. Beyond th.s, the existing con-
*Lions remained tins-hanged,%
Moors Again Repubsed.., r
Casablanee, Aug. 39.--A sharp
engagement between the French and
the Moors took place sestet-day af-
ternoon at about eix niiles from Gen-
eral Drude's ramp. A reconnoitering
par(y of :attains came in tench with
the enemy who opened a heavy fire
in the cavalry The latter re-
plied with creme but retreated un-
der instructions with the object ot
attracting the attention of the French
commander to the Moors' advance.
Reinforcements with artillery
sere promptly forwarded to the
scene of the fighting with the result
that the Moorlah force was driven
beck into the hills. No lose on the
Wrench side was reported.
Tss treennize Petite.
sten SabaFtien. Spain, Aug. 29---A
joint Fran, tespanisa note was hand-
ed to Mohammed Gabbase Moroccen
minister of_ war, yesterday, request-
ing that measures be taken to or-
ganize an international Pollee time
At ports of Morocco in conformity
with the decisions of the Algeciras
couference. A Tunis dispatch says
that !lieutenant (aiusee, of the de-
Pertinent of native affairs, best order-
ed Mogador to organize police.
Sultan Reported Murdered.
London. Aug. 29.- The corre-pon-
dent of the Tribune telegraphs his
inner under reserve a rumor is cur-
rent that Sultan Abdul Asia has been
assassinated In the palace at Fez.
Twenty Killed.
Tangier. Aug 29.- — AdViCell re-
ceived here from Fez say that the
Zrahtta tribe reteutly ;Mucked and
defeated is column Qf the sultan's
troops sent to collect tribute from the
tribesmen. Twenty of the sultan
soldiers were killed during the fight-
ing..
. -
Root Will MINI Pereildesst?
New York. Aug 29.—There was a
report. which con.}d not be verifiel,
today that SeCretary Root had {dau-
nted to meet President Roosevelt at
the Larchmont Yacht club at Larrh-
mont, N. Y., next Saturday. The ob-
ject of the conference was not %stated.
According to the report. Secretary
Root will make the journey in an au-
tomobile and the president will crofts
Long Island sound from Oyeter Bay
in a yacht. Secretary Root tomorrow
will attend the funeral of his broth-
er at Clinton, N. Y.
CIrvi.huad Stilt
Prineeton, N. J.. Aug. 21%.—Form-
er kresident Glover Cleveland has
not yet left Princeton to join: his
flintily at their sit:muter home, and
the probabilities now are that he will
not do so at all, but wi:1 await their
retitle) hese. Mr. Clevejand Is still
:suffering from indlgestffin; but he is
up and about the house and his con-
dition Is not fegarded as serious.
The man who marries a wife for a
'ookt,rt ikS his owe cretee
A CROWN OF GLOM'
FoUNIJ 11111.:( FIDEN'I' Hilt FINE.
But Adee Thinks Venezuela May
Have l'rottbic.
Washiugton, Aug. Ade.
acting secretary of state, today found
an amusing feature of the action of
the Vencznelean court in assessing a
fine, which ma) amount to $11)00,-
900, against the New York uhd Ber-
rendez Asphalt company upon its
conviction of having financed a revo-
lution against the Castro govern-
ment a number of years ago. Mr
Mee referred to the statement this.
the court found a precedent in ti
United States for the assessment se
huge tines against a corporation that
had offended the laws of the count!ry
In which it operated, and Mr. Adee,
commenting on the - aptness of the
Latin court In following American
example, said:
"The court will not so easily tis
a pretudeflt for the collection of all.
a fine. In Venezuela the word 'le
cedenc appears to be spelled 'Pt,
duet' "
Ile Well as a Mark of Beauty Is Lux-
urious Hair.
It has been truly said that the
crowning glory-of our race is a luxu•
riant head of hair.
It treed to be thought that till; was
one of the blessings which the gods
bestow capriciously, and it Is only re-
tentlikthat selentists have discovered,
that its beauty Is dependent upon the
absence of a minate germ which
nourishes in the hair follicles, where
it destroys the life of the hair.
To restore this life and kill the
serms which cause the mieehlef is the
iniseion of Newbro's Herpicide.
I iferpicide 'cutely kills the germs.and IS the best hair dressing on the
Mathet.
It mutt/Joe no grease or ell, neither
-Will it staia or (13-e•
FLORIDA LIMITED
COLLIDES WITH SW ITCH ENGINE
AND TWO ABE KILLED.
Lake Erie Steamboat, 1.0 to Ikat
When They (sillitir—Creas
.try Safe.
Chattanooga, Teen., Aug. 29.—
The Florida limited on the Queen &
Crescent collided with a Southern
se-itch ermine near here today. En-
gineer Carter was instantly kill.
and Fireman Thompson fatally
Aired. Both Used at S..onereet. Ky.
Both engines were demolished, but
the 'messenger coaches retuaalued OD
the tracks.
Steamers, at Bottom.
Toledo, 0.. Aug 29. As the re-
sult of a collision last night the
steamer 0. Brower, for Chicago, with
coal, and the freighter Haile L. El-
wood, bound deem with iron ore, are
resting on the bottom of lake Erie
near Berpoint Light today. ' The
boats sank in :::: feet of water, but
owing LO their Immense IOW in decks
are above the water. Crews are safe
IMth vessels are „reported in bad
shape.
PltEsEltVE INDIAN' PICTURES
Ethnologist Iles( oa ea Draw on
Narhes “Paiatted Rocks"
in Washington.
Nomb Yakima, Wash.. Aug. 29.- -
The celebrated "painted ',civics," In
the Naehes valley, have been restored
to the original color and outline hy
V McWhorter, a distinguished
Indian ethnologist, who visited the-
valley for that pnrpowe and who had
the arristanee of Mrs. Lee C. Delle, a
local photographer. Between forte
and fifty "pictographs." as they are
called.% have been sestored, and
should last for another century. Mr.
McWhorter says the pictures are not
of great antiquity, probably a little
over a century' old.
The Incliane have a tradition that
the spirits which haunt these cliffs
come forth periodically and retouch
the pictographs and those who have
not seen the "paleface" at work late-
ly are finding confirmation of the
theory.
Photographs of the retouched work
are to be submitted to an expert on
the art of picture story- telling In
the hope that the meaning- of the
pictogr.aphs may be found and fur-
ther light thrown- upon the history of
the -Yakima Indians. 'Some of Mrs.
[Spite's photos wills be used among
the Illustrations for the Watery of•
the valley which is being prepared
by A. J. Splawn. —•
Mr. McWhorter is anxious that a
local historical society he formed
with a view to the preservation of
all Interesting relics of Indian life.
There are many private collections
of articles; of Indian art and warfare
and three, he thinks, could bss loaned
to the public library and an. interest-
ing nieseum would result. Sir. Mc-
whesser's scheme will jerobably be
taken up by- some of the residents
and a society fornied.
Great Britain Apologizes.
George:own. British Guiana, Aug.
29.--The governor of the colony has
sent an apology and expressions of
regret to President Castro, of Vene-
zuela, for the invesion of Venezuelan
territory, reported August • 17, by
Cabt. Calder, in command of a small
frontier force, anti the seizure of a
quantity of Halals% gum, which was
als.ged to have been collected on
Britisfi soil.
(lease Gun:. Is Found Dead.
St. Joseph. Mich , Aug. 29.--An-
SPECIAL NOTICE
E to call your attention to the opening
of our Fall Term, which will start Tues-
day, September 3d, and continue through the
entire month. This will be by far the hest time
of the year to enter and you should avail your-
self of the opportunity. We have had
Dozens of Positions
offered our pupils through our Employment Bureau during the past
month which we were unable to fill on account of every graduate be-
ing employed and the pupils in attendance not being ready. Can you
miss these opportunities to improve your- condition and increase
your earning capacity ?
We Want You
to call and see us or write us for our beautiful illustrated catalogue.
It will convince you that our school is file best and our pupils mostsuccessful. There -is a great difference in schools and it, therefore,
niakes a difference where )ou go. Remember the school "with a
reputation" for efficiency.
.1 Paducah .3,•hoo/ by Paducah Men in Kentucky'i Rest City.
Shorthand, BRokkeeping, Typewriting, Banking, rah/Mainz, Ek.
.106 Broadway, Paducah. Ky. Old Phone El.r.
. Over Olobe Batik and "'rapt 4.;ci.
LONG HOUSE
WANTED BY 11Altl.,‘"11,LE .IT
MION's (TIN% ENTION.
Will Make Strenuous Effort To Se-
cure neszto.o00 Building and
lietolquarters. •
Lonieville. Aug. 29.—Loulsville is
very much in the fight to secure the
Long House of Improved Order of.
Red Men of the United Stater; In
ether wolde, the permanent head-
quarters of the order, which is Foos
to be established. This will necessi-
tate the erection of an office building
-re emit not less than $500.isoo. The
Commercial club will assist In the
fight, and will send a committee. con-
eisting of R. S. Brown. Pink Varble.
R. W. Brown and Judge ..H. H.
Moore, to Norfolk September 9 to
co-operate with a committee of local
Red Men, composed of Judge Moore,
Englehardt, Jr • W. A. Crader. II.
V. Cehen and William Astroth. Gte4
A. Ellcrkamp. of Louisville. is a
niember of the committee on perma-
nent headquarter..
The fart that Mr. Eilerkamp is a
member of the committee on perma-
nent headquarters is especially fortu-
nate, in view of the fight to be made.
W. A. Crader is_ the grand represen-
tative front Kentucky to the grand
council. The committee of which
Jedge Moore is the head has already
done a great amount of preliminary
work. local real estate men are co-
operating with the Louisville deluge.
Don. and a number of especially de-
sirable sites_ at reneonable figures
have submitted. Norfolk will In
flooded with handsome souvenirs of
Leuisville On the occasion of the corn.
lag tneeteng.-•
.%1PTElt I: I KF: sik?“-AL MR(.
Frauds Find Rich Harvest Antal*
Vkitors to Famous Eastern
summer Resort.
Atlantic- City. N. J.. Aug. 29.—
At-wised by the disclosure* of the
wholesale Illegal medical practice of
eo-called -doctors" who reap a rich
harvest front umsophisticated hotel
patrons during the. summer, local
physicians, beaded by Dr. E. D. Par-
ker, have started a crusade to jail
offenders and drive the frauds from
the cite. Arrests of at least a dozen
of the fraudulent practitioners.
agalnet whom a corps prMate de-
teHives have been. busily guinteg
evidentee will be an early step taken
by the Atlantic City profession,- Coun-
ty Prosecutor Abbott having notified
Dr. Pother that his office would on-
operate in the movement.
The scandal of the Weedl practice
of medicine in resort hotels Will prob-
ably involve both the counQ. and the
state medical eocieties Appeals
— -------- - - -
Bennett. of the state board of medi-
ti examiners. Comparison of this
i list with names of physicians whos,.
I practiee has been traced by detee-Ltives shovre that not one of a seem'
Bill or more has taken the presseritied ex-,
'am:minors _
Furtior investigation has shown
that strangers, claiming to 'be PhYsl-
"tans, have made agreement:, with
hotel proprietors to board with their
(*ambles In the house for the summer
fin return for recommendations from
the desk when guests call for medi-
cal attendance. Some of these -doe-
tot's," it is alleged, are medical col-
lege students, who have failed to
paste examinations in any state, and.
without even the formality of ppen-
log an office an office are reaping a
richer harvest than many local oM-
sials of high standing.
"Many local V11)1610408 suddenly
found their lucrative hotel practice
s•hut off." says Dr. Parker.-"and in-
e-emigation disclosed the preemies.: of
small army of these unregistered
practitioners. While some few have
A-Mall practices in other states, which
they can give tie for the summer,
the majority we Intend to prose are
unsucceiesful students of the lowest
character, from Philadelphia and
New York institutions.
"Hotel proprietors are undoubted-
ly ignorant of the conditions and of
the stern law on the subject, that re-
quires a license for every physician
practicing in 'the state. Many of
theae 'quacks" are not only able to
cover their expenses of a summer
seashore outing, but clear up bigl,
money besides. Our detectives have
found that -soniirof these hotel "doe-
tors" are really, doing a businese
larger than Many local members of
the esrotession. who have passed the
stern New Jersey examinations and
have diplomas., and we intend to
either run them out of town or put
some of them in jail."
Painting the 1.11y.
F'ashion In flowers has taken -a
freak turn in Germany of late and
there 'Is -great densand in certain ter-
ries for blooms of hues not found in
nature.
The flowers are cut with extra longe
I Sold hy- leading druggist, Tesekeneny Chnieet, aged fss, was found have been made to both sides. and
eirees, rirritn4 $1.00. essd eae. in fiend in his roomeeodny with a bullet lists of Merely examined' doetore en-.
etatips for gamete to The Homicide hole in his brain, lie had been titledto practice in New Jersey have
Co. e Detrott 44iehie W. R.- tits guy and It Is ampposedlltneen forwarded to the local head of
Special Agent, accidentally shot himself. • ithe crusade 47 et.i,retari John W.
'italics a few hours before they reach
full maturite. Then the stalks are
put in water in which aniThrie dsea
have been dissolsed. White carna-
tion», lilies and panslett are the
easiest to clse and give the most nat-
ural results.
As the stii:k. sucks up the water the
aniline piguteni hi carried threagh
all the flee veass:ls of the blosenn and
di ;melted in its cells, so that after a
levielusurs its color is completely es-
tablished. Sometimes, strange and
even beautiful effects% are s.'-ured by
stopping the coloring process before
it is complete. The white petals will
then be delicately veined with green
Por red----these being the colors most
mimeses( u 11 u wed .
Since the disseovery that the flowers
Ale sinoes deed is a great outcry
among florlculturiets. who pronounce
the process an outrageous fraud ou
nature, boil' inartisti, nd vulgar.
This does not prevent the demand
fur the dyed flowers from spreading..
—New York Sun.
No matter how big a man is, be
erment afford to belittle others
IT'S OUR WORK
I. o properly, accUratele and
promptly fill prescriptions, We
use the grt &test care in so doing
and our preecription department
methods are destened to this
end after much study and el-
perletlee.
The quality of teur-drues and
diernicals Is of the very highest
and their freshness and effect-
' I veriest% the beet. Wo appreciate
the litiportaace of even the
atnalittst details ansi etiard
against any iniperfectiuns.
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1 3920 17 3903
2 3806 18 3906
3 3896 19 3914
6 3906 20. ..  3939
6 3914 22 39210
7 3999 23 3923
1 $994 24 3930
10 1990 25  3919
11 1878 26........3930
12 1936 27 3938
13 3918 29 3906
16 3911 30 3899
16 3900 31 3833
Total  101,923
July average 3  920
Personally appeared before me,
this August 2, 1907, E. J. Paxton,
general manager of-The Sun, who
affirms that the above statement of
The circulation of The Sun for the
month of July, 1907, is true to the
beet of his know:edge and be:let.
l'ETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
My eommission expires January
32. 1908.
Daily Thought.
"Self•COiliN): is not so much in
subduing the faculties as In leading
them to serve worthy ends."
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor-Augustus E. Will-
son, of Lorisville.
For Lieutenant Governor-W, H
Cox, of Mason county.
For Attorney General-James
Breathitt, of Christian county. t
For Auditor-Frank 1'. James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer -Capt Edwin Far-
ley, of McCracken county,
For Secretary of State-Dr. Ben
L Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
structlea-J. S. 2rabbs, of Boyd
county.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
is--N C. Rankin. of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court o: Appeals-
Napier Adams, 2,f Pulaski rounty.
For Legislature-George 0. Me-
Broom.
Mayor James P. Smith
City Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin
flty Treasurer John J. Dorian
City Cierk George Lehnhard
City Jailer George Andrecht
City Tax Assessor . Harlan GriflIth
Aldermen-T. C. Leech, Harry R.
Hank, G. M. Oehlschlaeger, Jr., C.
H Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen- Second ward, Al E.
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston;
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May-
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
School Trustees-- First ward, W. K.
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills;
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward,
Dr. C. G. Wainer and C. G. Kel-
ly: Fifth ward, 1. 0. Walker;
Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed
Morris.
Say, is sompteel) trying to put the
rollers under that roller skating or-
_droanee?
Guess that 'deputation - of south
aide ladies had better. visit the ordi-
nance committee. Told them the
other side is working hard.
Mr. G. Smith just wished to spare
our feelings. That's why he didn't
tell us how many divorces we got
during the last two decades. The
estimated number would --suggest
that we change that unanswered
query, is marriage a failure?" to
•
"is divorce a succese?"
HONORABLP: WILLIAM MULDOON.
"Bily" Muldoon--heg pardon--
"The Hon. William Muldoon" comes
to the rescue of his country. We
have worn out our secretary of state
with Drago doctrines, the balance of
power and the integrity of China.
Billy-William Muldoon restores his
lost vitality and instructs him in the
gentle art of upper cutting, side step-
ping and punching in the break-away.
Bide stepping Is one of the political
secompllabmenta Secretary Boot
never learned. Perhaps, he my
yet develop into a presidential possi-
bility through the teachings of Mr.
hteldnon. His prestige In the cabi-
net may be restored and Secretary
'Taft relegated te the water bottle
with a stiff hook to the point of the
executive chin.
-Mull:20011: -OW* 1114 -1111-otis
Billy,' champion of the ries, has
made a science of the manly art of
sell! defenee.‘ He )is worn the Po-
lice Gazette diamond championship
belt. His breast would not ill be-
come al congressional medal of honor
for his servIties to the state. We
commend him_ to the attention of
Woodrow Wilson- for a degree next
commencement week. He's done
more than a lot of fellows who have
been so honored.
We're for you, Dr. William Mul-
doon; and your system has got a good
advertisement out of the incident,
and we don't begrudge it you.
If the ingenuity of anarchists, who
patiently make infernal machine. to
14xplode while being unwrapped,
should be directed into some useful
channel, they would be so well off
they would repudiate anarchy.
The Chicago Tribune observes
that the Asphalt Trust placed its mon
ey on the wrong horse In Venezuela.
The Mayfield Messenger relates
that a planter nearly dropped dead
when he found 75 tobacco worms on
one plant. We should think he would
%Leh them all on just one plant.
ABOUT PUBLIC WORK.
When anybody with a demand for
the improvement of a street or alley
presents it to the councilman from
his ward, that councilman's capacity
as a legislator Is measured by. his
ability to get the, improvement al-
lowed In whatever manner the peti-
tioner suggests. Then it is put up
to the board of public works to at-
tend to the execution of the will of
the general council, and to the city
engineer to do the work, according
to the ideas of the petitioner, regard-
less of whether or not that Is the
cheapest and best way, or whether
It contravenes the carefully studied
policy of the engineering depart-
ment.
That over busied official now has
more work piled on his department
than he can get done. The result is
that councilmen can wash their
hands, and inform their constituents
that they have done their duty In- the
matter. The city engineer is an ex-
pert, acquainted with the municipal
work and the situation In all pars
of the city. The board et public
works is an executive arm of the
inunicipal government In much closer
touch with the needs of the streets
and alleys than are the members of
the general council, and much less
liable to influence. One councilman
desires certain work done in his ward,
another is equally insietent on a cer-
tain Improvement in his ward It
I. natural that they should make
common cause, and thus are all the
plans of the executive and engineer-
ing departments upset for the sake
of holding a few votes for the coun-
cilmen.
To make the city engineer but the
creature to carry out the instruc-
tions of councilmen, who know noth-
ing about engineering, to perform
his work without system and without
discretion, is a perversion of the.
functions of his department. Every
improvement asked of the general
council should trf: referred to the
board .of public works and the city
engineer for their approval and di-
rection, before being adopted by the
general council. In this way, not
only will the best results be obtained,
but counetimen -and aldermen will be
relieved of the' necessity of obeying
the demand* of their constituents,
by showing that they can do nothing
until the matter has gone before the
board of public works.
CRAPS OR CATS?
There tweenti-ta-be-a-geoe deal of
unnecessary shollting on the streets
of nights, and seems to us that the
police might get busy, .The violators
do not even respect Sunday night nor
how  many church gatherings they
disturbed. • It should be stopped.-
Calloway Times.
AHA!
The boys who slipped off to Padu-
cah Sunday and wanted their names
kept out of the papers got caught up
with Sunday night by the train at,
riving over five hours late.-Maalleld
Mes Ken ge r.
Press dispatches say the Cortelyon
-bomb exploded at Philadelphia'. The
Cortelyoti boom is still intact.
Wanted: A man with two gold
teeth. If such a person will call at
the New Richmond House he may
learn something of. Interest to him-
self.
SLIGHTLY HUMOROUS.
"Senator Glucose says that his
honesty has never been questioned."
"That's right. He declined to answer




"What la an emergency break?"
"An emergency break. my boy, is
when the meld lets 1 plate fail to
the floor just en your father _0_ about
lo iiviear-it the meat."-The Reader.
Vie*
VIE PADUCAll EyEmistIrli SIPio
DOING DOWN STREAM
IN PRETTY LAUNCH
Two Young Men From
Knoxville to New Orleans
By Water
In the neatest little boat that has
been in the wharf this summer J. M.
Hardisou, of Knoxville and J. C.
Quentil, of Chattanooga, are here ea
route from Knoxville to the gulf..
The "Swannanoa" is the name of the
launch and gasoline is used as 1 mo-
tive power. Throughout the boat is
built of oak, and fitted out with ev-
ery convenience.
The young men left Knoxville a
month ago and have taken their
time coming down the Tennessee_
They do their own cooking and hollse
keeping, and say they enjoy it. Stops
have been made at every town, but
Paducah has been the first_ city_ the_y,
have reached, and they have been
here several days. Several trips over
Paducah and to the park have been
taken and they are impressed with
the cleanness of the streets.
Beth are prominent young men of
their home cities. The trip so farehas
been devoid of accident and one
round of pleasure. Excurseesh parties
have been taken out at several places
and in this way expenses of the trip
have been made. They do not expect
to reach the gulf until autumn, and
will spend the winter there. From
here they intend going to Memphis.
FIRE AT WOODVILLE
CAUSES EXCITEMENT
Wood%Ille, Aug. 29. t
But for the timely discovery of fire
in G. E. liaddox's general merchan-
dise stores serious loss was averted
last night tyt 8 o'clock. The store
had not closed and there were several
patrons In the store talking, when
it is supposed someone dropped a
lighted match. Cotton was packed
and stored under the counter and It
flared up. Buckets of water were
quickly brought In and poured on the
fire, while others seized brooms and
held the flames in check until ex-
tinguished by water.
Prince Saw Coney Island.
New York, Aug. 29.---Prince Wit
liam, of Sweden, was given a view
of the buildings of New York today
from an automobile. The prince
talked much of the sights he sew
last night at Coney Island
Burglars Blow Postollice.
Heliport, L. I. Aug. 29.--With an
explosion that could be heard for
miles, thieves this morning shatter-
ed the postoffice and adjoining store
and got away with Shout $1,000 in
stamps and money.
Poly West; of Graves county; waiv-
ed examination before Gornmissioner
W. A. Gardner yesterday afternoon
on the charge of boot:egging, and
was held over to the federal grand
jury. The prisoner had been in Lone
Oak, and was enroute to town when
Wade Brown, deputy United- States
marshal, saw him. Brown followed




At the New Store - &
Our better grade underwear,
•too, is now being inelnded in
the tremendous sacrifice which
we are making to "clean
stocks" during this semi-an-
nual clearance sale. Tie va-
riety and extent of our under-
wear display is a matter of
especial pride with us. (;nod
values at any time; good
enough to lay away at these
prices
Men's $2.00 Fancy Lieleaud /I I-
briggan I Tntierwear, soft.. $160
Men's $2.50 Fancy Lisle and Bal-
briggan Underwear, Suit .92.00
Men's $3.00 Fancy Lisle and Bal-
briggan Underwear, Mit_ 82.40
Men;st t4.0h Fancy Lisle and 8,11- ,
briggan l'oderwear, suit $3.20 1
I 
TV4. IN THE COURTS
-44-r41"iset
In Bankruptc).
John Rock, trustee' in batik rupt( )
of the Paeucith Furniture Manure,
luring company, filed a petitiee with
Referee B. W. Bitgby fur authorie
to sell at private sale the eothe
property of the company, including
the mill, grounds and Mock at Third
and Norton streets. The estimated
value of the progOrty Is $100,000. Nt.
date for hearing has been fired by
the referee. eiffi
In the absenee ot Federal Judge
Walter Evans from the state. Referee
in Bankraptcy B, W. Bagby today
Adjnilged Rufus G. WI:Ilarne, of Cal-
loway count)', an involuntary bank-
rupt, and set September 10 at Mur-
ray as the date and place for the
election of a trustee.
Trustee A. Y. Martin in the bane
ruptcy matter of W. J. Whitehead
filed his final report this morning
and- Referee Vagby flxed September
e, at it a. m. as the date for p.
meeting of creditors for the discharge
of the bankrupt.
Cecil Reed, receiver for the E.
Rehkopf Saddlery company, filed a
petition asking for a $100 fee as re-
ceiver. The petition will be heard
September 9.
In Circuit Court.
Dr. B. 13. Griffith filed !suit In cir-
Net court against B. Dishman for
$450, alleged due for 
professionaleervices.
First National Bank of Paducah
filed suit against the Mississippi com-
pany, deem business under the name
of the Canton Lumber company and
W. M. Terry. Plaintiff alleges that
$600 warn paid W'. M. Terry on a
check which was refu-ed, at Canton.
Miss. Costs amounting to $3.10. were
paid In attempting to collect the
amount, and plainele prays for judg-
ment for $603.10 and a general at-
tachment.
J. P. Holt, in -his own right and
as ansignee of W. H. Hudson, against
Hal S. Corbett for 969.82. alleged
due on a not& 4‘.
Marriage Licensee.








Mary Trent hani at as appointed




A rally and barbecue wet be held
at the Knott sebeol house in this
county near Woodville Saturday by
the Farmers' union and many Padu-
cahans will attend. Among them ere
County Attoriey Allen Barkley, I..
P. Head and George Hannin. Today
at Rossington the union Is giving a
big barbecue picnic, mrd Messrs. Guts
G. Singleton, W. II. Patterson and
J. E. Potter are in attendance.
CLEVELAND.
New 'fork. Aug. 20.-.‘tten-
Yion hap. again been attracted to
former President Clevilait4 by
the announcement from Prince-
ton, N. J., that he had given up
all hope of leaving his I  for
his customary saintlier vacation
in New Hampshire because Of
the petite of his health. Mr.
Cleveland has _been troubled
with attacks of acute inderes-
lion for a number of years and
each attack lias been more. eevere
than the ore that wasi-Tsefore.
- Ills physiciens have prencribed
--resit and quiet. Mr, cle-rrelend
therefore denier' himself to visite
ore. but it is said at his home
that hie condition shows improve
ment.
$100,000 Damage Done.
Des Moines, Aug 29.-One hun-
dred thousand dollars damage was
done early today when a trernenclous
indstorm struck the Iowa state fair
grounds. Knabensh-ue's airship and
the .capTIve. balloon were destroyed
and Many exhibit!, ruined by rain.
-
teamsters Strike.
New York, Aug. 29.-In obedience
it, an order to join the butchers'
teamsters' strike, teamsterte of live
stock wagons for the big packers
quit work today. This brings the
walkout up to the total or number of
men who will be asked to strike.
Men's "4.50 Fancy Utile an d Bal. Poor Homer.
briggan Underwear, suit, 9360*Homer had Met smitten his
lug lyre end burst into tears.Men's $5.00 Fancy Lisle and 141-
"What's the matter dear,- asked
Mrs. Homer, sympathetically.




  airm• am.
Union Made Clothes
We wish to have it distinctly understood that we handle
UNION MADE CLOTHING---clothing that is made. by
skillful, well paid Union Workmen, employed by the coun-
try's best manufacturers. -
We're a Union StoreUNION MADE
(CLQN




i ......... le...At, 5g
.47!
The Union Man who comes
here for his'clothes will find our
garments carrying the Union
Label.
We want the trade of Union
Men, and we'll do all in our power
to secure it.
Union made suits $10, $12.50, $15
to $25.
Union made hats and furnishings of
all sorts.








AND USED BY BOYS
Bicyclists are experiencing a great
deal of trotrble from boys who steal
wheels from the street and ride them
until tired, leaving them any place
where they happen to be. In some
Instances wheels have been takeni
from porches and even offices.
Mr. A. A. Lavvci, of 1525 Broad
street, reports that some one enter-
ed his hall and Mole his wheel. Mr.
I). L. Van Culin lost his from Sec-
and street and Broadway and 're
wheel used by a reporter for, The.
Sun, was taken from the pollee 'de-
ities' this morning.Boys are generally responsible for
the thefts. They do not try to dig-
'pose of them, but take them to ride.The wheels are often damaged, and
are found In different parts of the
city. Two wheels recovered last week,
were found in a deep ditch nearly
covered with find back of the lid-
mit' Central shops. Police are watth-
ink for them. •
One Hundred Million Opium Smokers;
The' casual observer may think
that the opium traffic-smuggling
opium, smoking opium, and eating
opium --is a minor trade, and in-
dulged only ii-Telv reckless
I 111 11 "I NI 11D WAS NOV
AIILK TO STAND TEST.
She was a housemaid, says a writer
in the Now York Times. I had ad-
vertised. She had come in response
to that. I cross-examined her as to
her qualifications.
Was she neat: Indeed. yes. Did
not her appearance testify to that?
Even-tempered? Like utito as
angel.
Willing? More than Darius
Fond of children? lexteenuely so.
tete called therm little dears, of aehtch
sort I have known very few.
Have much company? Of the male
persuasion none at all.
Hew many nights out a week? Qne
wouki, bet considered the limit of good
fortune,
Wages? As low as consistent with
good work.
References? Scores of them, all
unimpeachable.
She met the fire of my cross-exami-
nation bravey, Indeed, Rut the su-
preme test was to conic. If she met
that I should engage her on the spot.
She niteht find a home with me for-
ever:
Could she button the three dozen
buttons of a thin waist tip the back
of a nervous woman without losing
'Cr temper or causing the wearer to
edget?
She looked at me with the wed eye
habitues who want to be wafted to
relief. worlds. This it, not so. The
stamina and the character of the es:
tire Chinese race have already been
so sapped by this drug that the re-
sulting demoralization has fright-
ened even the degraded- victims of
the liable Today, China, drugged,
debauched. frigh-lened at her own
desperate condition, Is grappling with
the vice that has hor by the throat.
No such heroic effort at moral re-
form has ever before been made fiy
a human 'government., And the
christians who debauched her are
looking on. skeptically, questioning
China's "aineetrity." At Tien-teen,
where the Chinese officials had
closed all the opium dens in the na-
tive city, 'Mr. Merwin found the dens
its the foreign concessions, licensed
for revenue by the foreign consuls,
running wide open. In vain the Chi-
nese officials protested that this laxity
completely nullified the effect of
their own prohibition. The consuls
could iiot we their way clear to give
tip the revenue. Truly, It is an ex-
traordinary story.
The most coneervistive-oftleial esti-
mate of the opium-smoking .popuine
tion In China is 100,41041,011-0.-on1y
18,004,4100 more than the entire
population of the United- State,.
Many officials place the list at 1•50,-
00 ,0090. -Su (Tess.
Wary.
"Have you ever tried to make- your
views on public questions clear?"
"Not absolately clear," answered
A. C -I have Just realized," be sobbed. Senator Sorghum. "If you maktv'em
*414 . E RDA DWAe-(
liskRig 










Of the Odyeeer.-Lowase rribune. i The Evening Sun.-10e. a week.
of a hunted deer and fled tato the
night with a low cry of pain.
The test had been too severe.
He Was Hitting Down.
The late James A'. Bailey. famous
as the successor of P.T.Basenum, mese
accepted an invitation to a dinner
tendered to a bride and groom arming
the "freaks" of his circus. He was
late in arriving and found the com-
pany etotitely awaiting him, There
were living skeletons, ?dwarfee-Eilir-
cassians, snake charmers, the "girl
that spoke seven languages and had
two heads which made fourteen lan-
guages In all," the "dog-faced hoe-
and, others. Beaming upon them,
with paternal air, the happy man
ager acknowledged the genial "Hello,
pop." that went around the festal
board. -
"I am sorry I kept you waiting."
he said, taking his place at the table,
"I believe there are several new ad-
ditions to the company. Is this the
groom?"
."No." replied a deep voice from
the full beard acidreseed, "I am the
bride.-
-I beg your pardon,- said Mr.
Bailee, "I did not recognize the.
bearded lady. But, tell me, which is
the groom?"
"I am," proclaimed a 'very thin
voice.
In astonishment Mr. Bailey glanced
up at the figure towering near his
elbow.
"I ebngratulate you,. my man,"
said the manager. "Sit down, let us
on with the feast-wit down."
The, guest addressed at once be-
gan to afteeend seemingly until his
head was In the neighborhood of the
Canvas roof, from which height he
tanked down and said: _
1: 4 ititife-WIWIL -pep I a-rig
iIttiW downt1---41neeeee.
a
Bound to Stop Then.
in a suit lately tried In a Mary-
land court, the plaintiff had testified
that his financial position [lad always
been' a good one. The opposing coun-
sel took him In hand for croeit-exame
nation and undertook to tereak down
his testimony upon this point.
"Have you ever been bankrupt"
asked the counsel.
"I have not."
"Now, be careful," admonished the.
lawyer, with raised linger. "Did you
ever atop payment?"
"Yes."
"Ah, I thought we should get at
the truth." observed counsel, with
an unpleasant smile. "When did
this suspension of payment occur?"
"When I had paid all I owed."
was the naive reply of the plaintiff ---
Success.
A Pan Run By a hemp.
In India the intense heat during
most of the year makes fans of some
kind a necessity -to the comfort of
Europeans, and great success is pre-
dicted for the new apparatus that is
being introduced by a German firm,
and .which'consiets of a portable fan
eleven by a hot-air engine using kero-
sene as fuel. The new fan is lest;
expensive and more convenient than
the electric fan and far more effect-
ive than the old-fashioned "punkah."
or screen swung by a servant. The
lamp, holding about a quart of oil.
has a small glass chimney fitting into
a larger metal chimney connected
teth the engine, and the fan, resem-
bling the ordinary electric fan, Is
hung upon the top of the engine. The
speed Is regulated by turning the
flame up or doyen. One filling of the
lamp is sufficient for more than
twenty-jour hours, and the cost of
running is only one-fifth of that of
the electric fan. The outfit Includes
a small stied with handle, the whole
Weighing et) pounds.
YOH DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
'Refry "lose makes yrrn feethettet. 1.4z-Po•keeps your whole 'asides right Vold on the
twoney-bock plan everywnere Prier to rents.
-----
SOUND LOGIC.
August and September are twomonths when one has to be very care-ful about every condition that makes
for good, or bad health. The systeniIs usually beginning to fee: the strainof the hot summer montna and the
different organs need but very littleto throw them Into complete digor-eer and result in probably a fatal le-begs.
Good health is assnree however ifyou heed nature's gentle warnings,and are in any measure disereet.The usual summer disordere-ma-lade, general worn-out, and run-down, conditionseellousneas, stomacheed bowel disordetee of all kinds,chronic or acute headaches yieldreadily, and very quickly, to the Os-teopathic treatment, and have noattending ill effectai Usually you areal 111 from the customary medicalprescriptions as from the illness. but.In Osteopathy you experience none etthis. Let. Me tell Yoe at any time of.,the great success I am having withthe treatment In Paducah. I shalt fil-ter you to people you know eel tothe evidence, and who VIII tell youhi/It -What Whas done int' them.
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`Cur Annual &de of *fords
ktut Great Oxford Sale is about to close. It will
last but a day or two longer and our prices will then be
vastly different. If ,vou have failed to secure your share
of the money-saving bargains we are still !offering, it
well to hurry, for the opportunity will be yours but will
be little longer. •
We are now offering Oxfords at prices so low that
it miply amounts to losing money if you stay away.
LOCAL NEWS
--For Dr. Pcndley ring 416.
-Dr. Hoyer reeldenee phone 464;
office 176.
-- Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Rhone 196.
- City silelecribers tb the Daily
Sun who with the delivery Of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
looters or make the requests direct
to The Sun office.. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sue Publishing Co.
- -We give you better carriage and,
better service for the money than
Is given by any transfer company in
Ane.rica. Fine carriages fur special
occasions on short notice; also ele-
gant I.very rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
- Kodaks from $1 so 225. Some-
thing new in the line and all neces-
eery supplies that make kodaking
pleasant, at R. D Clements & Co.
----Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 134e; now
phone 3el.
-Have The Sun mailed to you or
any of your fiends going away for
-- the summer. The address will be
changed as oSten as desired, and the
rate Is only 25e a month.
- --Hotel Belvedere Cafe, John
Burns, steward. Soft shell crabs,
frogs and all the seasonable delica-
cies.
--Gasoline boats for outing par-
ties and bunting trips, furnished,
with licensed operator by Motor Boat
Garage Co. Old phone 1113.
- Perpetual green lawn grass peed
just receiver. Bvinsons, 529 Broad-
wry
-Dr. J. W. T. Patterson, of 405
North Twelfth street, announces that
In future be may be reached by new
phones 661 or 1500 Instead of old
phones...k161-m or 2099.
-PIRA your orders ror
invitations at home. The
showing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
-Best and cheapest. We rent hug-
ales, carriages and horses separatela•
Both phenes 100. Copeland's Stable
tle Jefferson street.
-While roller skating on the con-
crete sidewalk near her home, Miss
Emma Maser, of 1106 South Fourth
street, daughter of Councilman Frank
Mayer. was knocked down and her
left arm fractured just above the
elbow. The injury was dressed by
Dr. B B. Griffith.
--Raleigh Bryant. a Western
Ireton messenger boy, was run down
by Samuel Dreyfus; In his automo-
bile in front of the American-Ger-
man National bank. The boy was
riding a bicycle', which was wrecked.
--J. C. Williams, coloted, died of
typhoid fever at the Illinois Central
hospital last-evening. He was 19
years old SIM a laborer on the-le C-
-Harry Chide was dismissed in
pollee court this morning of the
charge of engaging in the insurance
business without-w license.-
-A horse belonging to Deputy
eheriff Gus Rogers ran away from
his unite on South Fourth street this
morning and broke up the harness
and damaged- the buggy.
--Magistrate Charles Emery this
morning married W.• W. Burgess to
Annie M. Simms. The groom is
from Michigan and the brie from
near M antic.
-Coroner Frank F:aker was caeca
Metropolis lake this mornieg to
bury a child, who died last night on
I ehanty boat. He took coffin and
clothes down with him, and will bury




-Smoke pouring from rear rooms
in the residence of Mrs, R. T. Nel-
son, on Broadway near Twelfth
street at 1030 o'clock this morning.
caused an alarm to he turned In. No
3 and 4 fire comet/ties answered and
found that the family was smoking
cut mosquitoes. .
--Thieves boke into the resisience
'Of -Mr. Perry Meloan. at 224 North-
Elgth street, this morning while the
family Slept and•stole a watchesene.
geoid chains, a ring and • small
-arirruttrt-nt resit, Mot laneesenot effeet-
ed through a rear window.
HOD CARRILERs' CONTEST.
Closed Last Night With Bessie Ste
i.1.30 Majority.
The coutesteee tho Goddess of LK:
bor of Hod Carriers' union number 3
Mosed last night after a hot contest
between Bessie Stone and Nepoe
Newbern. After the coutest dowel
Beesie Stone stood 236 votes over
Neppie Newborn, the vole standing
as follows: Bessie Stone 752. Neppie
Newborn eite Bertie Williams 167,
Lillie May Boyd It), Lorena Hale 6.
The voting was liberal and a
handsome sum was taken in.




The Ladles' Mite society of the
First Baptist church aill meet Fri-
day afternoon at 4 o'clock with Mrs.
W. E. Covington. 717 Jefferson
street. Baden. Ind, Mr. F. 'J. Bergdoll, one
of the party; remained at the springs.
Miss Lyda Prince will leave Sun-
Missesgday for Poplar Bluffs Mo., to attend guest of Mrs. R. Holt, of Ragland.Elizabeth and Ellen Bos-
well entertained this morning at house party given by Mrs. Ewell ?Vire- S. Z. Holland, of Graham-
their pretty suburban home, "Oak- Koerner, nee Miss Ara Wilsote of' villa, I• visiting relatives 14 St
. Morning Party-
dale." iu Arcadia, complimentary to
the girls of the city who will leave
next month for colleiSe. The space
otny porch was prettily decorated and
the young people spent a pleasant
morning with cards. A delightful
eiree Course luncheon was served at
the conclusion of the game. Theme
present were Misses Alma Higgins,
of St. Louis; Mildred West, of Mem-
-- phis; Elizabete Kirkland, Lucia Pow-
ell. Eloise Bradshaw, Henry Allcott,
Garnett Buckner, Helen- Hills, Lil-
lian and Rosebud Hobson. Carrie
Griffith, Florence Loeb, Fred Paxton,
'Katherine Donovan, Dorothy Lang-
staff, Katherine quigley, Nell Hen-
drick. Lucyette 801114., Eva Bauer,
Mary Wheeler. Mildred Orme, Helen
Van Meter, Grace Hills, Irma Yei-
ser, Mary B. Jennings, Asalee Reeves
Mary. rave. Ethel Sights. Julia Dab-
ney, Philippa Hughes, Malone Lov-
ing, Elsie Hodge, Cora Lee Worthen.




1egftels„e‘ eouth Fifth se. st. hese tAii ritraltute Maueleeturing seine
lettieneenom Dawson Series:6 * panyrhas accepted a poaltion web
Mias Florence Perry, or ('ono. the Wheeler Furniture company, of
Tenn., is the guest of MISS Male Owensboro. and will remove to that
Blacknall, of South Ninth street. lefty Monday.
Mr. W. W. Sacra has returned The Rev. \V. E. Cave, and children.
from a visit in Indianapolis and have returnel front a mouth's visit in
Greencastle, lad. Mrs. Sacra will re- Virginia.
main visiting for several weeks yeti Miss Mettle Bell. of Woodville, Is
Messrs. Louis 1,agontar,ino and Al the guest of Miss Joe Bloomfield, of
Foreman have returned from West Arcadia,
Mime Monte: Beck, of Weudville, is
visiting in Barlow.
Miss Henriette Timmons Is the
this city.
Dr. C. H. Brothers lett Pi morn-
ing for Dawson Springs, at, deepened
by Miss Temple.
The Rev. J. R. Henry, pastorMr. Rogers has returned
the Kentucky Avenue Presbyterianfrom New Mexico and a lo other
church, has returned from Naehville.
Norfolk and the Jamost-own exposi-
tion, where he spent his vacation
Mrs. Henry and children wel remain
with relatives in Nashville several
tweaks.
Misses Inez and Ruth Parker. of
Seventh and Washington streets, lee'
today over the Illinois Central rail-
road for Washiniton, Jamestown,
Philadelphia, New York and other
points at interest in the east. They
ale be gone ten or fifteen dass:
Mr. and Mrs. James Ferriman %ve-
in the city today. en route to their
home at Grand Rivers.. Mr. and Mrs.
Ferrirnan have been attending
"Hontecieming" at Albion, Ile
-- --
IRISH M. P. UNDER AltittleT.
states in the west.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Russell and
son Ewell. of 326 North teeth street,
have returned from an extended visit
in central Kentucky.
Mrs. Mile M. Ogilvie and eon Hen-
ry Ogilvie, have returned from Rich-
mood. Va7, where they have been
spending the summer.
Mr. J. 0. Jennings. editor of the
Murray Ledger, Is in the efts...today.
Roberts. of Jackson,Miss Zetta
Tnente. 18 visiting M4ste.s Corrine
and 1,illie Mae Wlustead. at Seventh
and Washington streets
Miss Edith Stevenson has returned
to Mayfield after a visit to
eirs..11. S. Davis. 326 Harahau boule
yard.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Davis, of Hara-




,Miss Matt: Wolin, and Miss Katie for Popular Bluff. Mo., to attend a




es wil.$it'ave,pext week for Jet- house party to be given by Mrs. Ewell
fersenctile. lad . to make their fu-- Koerner, formerly Miss Ora Wilson,
tere hntue, .4 Brown having ac- of Paducah.
cepted • p tfon with the Aetna In- Miss Ella Patterson left this morn-
'unmet: complies in !einem:Pe. Mrs. for at. Louis and Chicago Front
Van Pelt has made her home in Pa- Chicago she will go to Jefferson..
dticah for a !lumber of years and her Tex., where she will take charge of a
many friends will regret to see her large millinery house.
go. She and her twin brother are Mr. John Hy:callous
)blibly the oldest living twins, be- night from Nashville
ing 78 years old.
1.011K
New York,' Aug. 29 -In county-
Mon with the visit to this city today
of Areastant Secretaries Edwards and
Reynolds of the 'treasury, national
hanks learned some interesting ae-
tails of the plan' which Secretary Cot
teiyou has for the deposit of governs'
tne,pt funds to relieve the money mar-
ket.
As part of Secretary Cortelyon's
program, a number of the hanks re-
ceived, intimation regarding the
amounts of government deposits
which wilt be placed vrith them, and
at the same time these institotioas
were required to Inform the treasury
department concerning the kind of
security whieh the banks were able
to furnish to secure these deposits.
As a result of these various inqui-
ries, local banks learned that, in-
stead of only a negligible part of the
funds whieh are to he used to - re-
lieve the money market coming to
this city, there will bo_lis a matter
of fact, weekly deposits made her.
of no leas than some $5,0410.000, run-
ng ,until the middle of October.
Card of Thanks._
I wish to . express my sincere
thank% to all who were so kind Cu
me during my recent bereavement.
the illness and death of my husband.
MRS. WALTER SHISIeBY.
Card of Thank's.
I wish to thank Ay many friends
for their Ilberat voting.
BESSIE L. STONE.
School Book Lilts.
Now ready at E Wilson'e„ the
Book and Music man.
• School Books for Exchange.
Should be brouleht to- us at once. D
E Wilson, the book and music man.
- -Robert Jackson, colored, wanted
in Kuttawa for failure to pay a $4.50
fine, was arrested thss morning
atro:men Hurley and gingery,





-Some rrtre took a bfue bicycle
belonging to a reporter for The Sun
from in front of the police eterterrs
this rtmrbeing, leaving another whese
In its place. Owner may secnre his
"'Flee! on Identification, and on re-
turning the wheel taken by mistake.
The man who goes into politer
generally goes into bankruptcy.
For Miss Lichten.
Mien Nelie Claire Schwab enter-
tained lest night at her borne, 326
North Seth Street. in honor of- her
guest. Miss ',teeter', of Greenville,
Ala. Denting and cards were enjoyed
throughout the evening. Elegant re-
freshments' were served to the
guests. Thom' present, besides the
hoerees and gusset of honor, were
Misses Viola and Irene leiman










Party at Colvin Lake.
In honor of Mies Catherihe Dixon
and -Miss Hallie A,yer, of Henderson.
Messrs. Wilt'. Martin and Harry Ru-
dy, of Ogden's Landing, gave an out-
ing at colvin's 'sake yesterdae.
About 40 were present. and an en-
joyable day was spent in fishing and
other happy diversions. Several visit-
ors were in the party.
Miss Katherine Wilkes returned to
her home in Louisville today, after
visiting Mrs Clay Wilkes. 1116 Mon-
roe street
Mr. Ed Henries left today for a
business trip through western Ken-
tucky.
Mrs. Elizabeth Williamson return
ed today from Mayfield after a visit
to the Mitoses Brower.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Foster have
returned from Lemisville.
Dr. .1. E. Craig who has been vis-
iting his family at Boaz station. re-
turned_ home this morning.
Senator Conn Linn and Attorney
tames H. Coleman. of -Murray, weT,e
16 the city today.
Dr. Ed Ferloy bee returned from
Anna, Ill. .
Mr. George Moore-of the Paducah
Furniture Mentreeetweing company.
has accepted a position with the W.
S. Davis Lumber company of Chica-
go. with Paducah as headquarters.
He will buy lumber.
eilissee. Bertha, Amelia and Anna
NO POSSIBLE CHANCE.
tee
. tar- 14,61041.1 iwitis ensessessi+- "allotarossi sheet over emote betwarit
111110411rell"'
Mae nespeole (geitiolm stillstatier): "Newer. dear I"
Nur Fatbar tliakmas as): Merea may tweris:"
arrived last
on a week's
?hilt to 'his faintly. Mr. liovious Is
engineer of the government boat
John.
Mrs. .1. S. Downs and Mies Eulah
Whfte are visiting relatives In Hop-
kinaville.
Mrs. Alice Sehntause and daughter
Victoria, have returned from Dew-
eon Springs.
Mr. and Mrs_ Carr Turner will re-
turn Saturday front Murray, where
they have been visiting.
Miss Ellen Swett, of Niadi;on street.
has returned from Los Angeles,
where she spent the summer
_Mrs- W B. Mitne and children left
today for her home in EddYs'ille af-
ter a visit to Mr. and Mrs. .1. E. Ba-
ker, West Jecerson street.
Mr. Morris Hirsettlield, of North
Fotieth street. is suffering from- a
brueed right foot, steateined In
stumbling over a chair at his home.
Attorney W. D. Greer and daugh-
ter, Miss Myrtle Great. returned this
morning from Michigan.
Trainmaster A. F. Page of the Il-
linois Central, went up the Louisvele
Louis.
Born to the ale of Engineer E
W. Lewis, of Ninth and Jackson
streets, a son this morning.
James I'. Farrell and Forty I St hers
Will l's' Tried tor
Langford I I .41771..img 29 -
James P. Ferrell, trtsli-
member of parliane•nt for North
Longford. and forty others were ar-
rested early this morning and com-
a:Meted for trial at the A.-sizes court
They are charged with taking part in
an "unlawful assembly likely
cause a riot."
Mr. Farrell had been holding meet








-6E0. 0. HARI & SONS CO.
Incorporated.;
J,Jt.J,J.J.J__s. J.  ‘f
I WANT ADS
members of Soiliscrihers inserting tyrant ads in
In addit butt ,Tlie Sun will kindly r-mervilwr that
Ulkillyoattle. have been driven (min all such. items are to be paid for
the grazing lands distrist. which 11.' %%hen the ad is Inserted. the ride mp.
prosecution alleges was eneourueed easing to (- very one without excel,-
by Mr. Farrell and other speakers ,tion.
Large forces of police are being- thee - --Fttft-tivitvt:t:vg yoner ring 21ei.
patched here, trouble being antice lAITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street
FOR beanies and sto-vewood ring
437 F. Levin.
FOR RENT Apartment, in





1401'KlIFELLEM %WWI' rum I.-,
RESIDENCE TO (iF:T rREE.
- -
chic/Igo. IR. Aug. 29.---liniese
John D. Rockefeller can prove that
he has a home -he is In danger ot
losing the $72 witness fees that the
United States governmht owes hen
for testifying in the $29.24teti0tt
Standard 011 rebate case.
The reeest man in the world, who
owns a half dozen palatial residences,
must satisfy the federal officials that
he ectually traveled from Massachu-
setts to Chicago and -back to Cleve-
land to appear before Judge K. M.
leandis, and until he does the goy-
division this ntorning on an inspet - enliven, is holding up his pay for the
titan.
Mrs. Lawrenre Gleaves and Miss
Bessie Gleaves, 226 North Seventh
street, returned today from Mayfield,
where they have been visiting.
Mrs. W., B. Milne and children.
Morris and Thomas. returned to
their home in Eddyville today after
visiting Mrs. J 5. Baler," 2012 Jef-
ferson street.
Me. and Mr, D. Smith and
daughter. Gertrude., returned to Ed
dyville today_
Mrs. J. Lloyd and cbildren, Frank
and Clyde, aent to Cynthiana today
on a visit.
Judge Malcotab Teuton- returned
to Henderson today, after a business
 trip in the dl'. -
-Me. Harry Carter, 7,13 South-Sixth
street, has returned from a visit tO
realitiv_es in Thompsonvtlie, M. He
was accompanied home by little Mies
Dolly Carter
Mrs. VV. L. Gilbert has returned'
to her home in Murray. after seedling
her son. M. E. 011tvi.rt. 1201 Saltier
avenue.
Mr. Frank A. Luca.-- IS in Hopkins-
villeetoday on a business trip.
Mrs M. E. nilbert nd sinter, NI -
Gra/ Payee went to Irvington to-
day On a ,Ix weeks' visit,
Mr. A. C. Joyne went to Evansviii.
today on a business trio.
Mr. Ed Woolfolk, of the Paducah
Furniture Manufacturing company,
has accepted a pasiton with .the 11.
A. Hugart Lumber company, of
Grand Rapids, Mich., with Paducah
as headquarters as a timber buyer in
this territory.





Sept. 21th., 2410 andea
27th
100-00  reveres and Prettilitine.
I me- he spent In the courtroom.
No one seems to know lust when
Rockefeller began his journey te
Chicago The lai4ay-0 slatted by the
Standard Oil head in Cleveland omits
this important detail,








it 4515 \ I,
For today and -for a lint It
only, for the shrewd buyer -to lay
in hes supply of shirts. In order
to clean up on all fancy negli-
gee and soft bosom shirts we
have cast all prr fit vs To-
day all Manhattan. Emery and
E. & W. line shirts go at the
following prices:
$1.50 shirts cut to  $1.2e
2.014 shirts cut to  t.611
2.50 shirts cut to..  2.00
3.00 shirts cut to..  2.25
3.50 skirts rut to,  2.62
.11.80.shirtia cut to 
• ,
(deee.e.




WANTED- - Salesladies. Api4 to
P. M. Kirby & Co_
It roette ay
"IreeCIft 'SALE Six horse- pow. t est
beaks Morae gasoline engine Good
condition, will sell cheap. Apply to
8. E. Mitchell, 326, Smith Third
street.
WANTED-FO;U. 5. army: Able-
bodied unmarried men between ageS
of 21 and 35e cite/ens of the United
-States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. Men wanted now
for service in Cuba For inform
et .1 % to Re•estire (101rer
AT CLINTON.
--
Fulton, Ky.. Aug e9 --A telephore
meesage received here this afternce
stated that Walter Lanskin, of Cite
-W. I). flitOWN Concrete Cofitrate
for. Ornamental and waterproof 
ton, aged twenty years. became sud-
denly demented from some unknownwork a specialty. Phone 2820.
yeaterday. and attempted •--FOR THE BEST Sandwiches, chile "I"'
and hot tamales. call
m trder his entire fancily, who fort -
South Third street. 
a.: Ill%
nately escaped, and notified the po-
FOR HICKORY stove 
- 
wood and 
lice authorities of his coudition. but- e
fsawdust telephone Robert Smith, ,ue-ore officers arrived on the scene
Now l'hone 7e3. Lampkin had escaped to the cou7
cLoniEs cleaned and vessel-. try. Oeputy Sheriffs Vendorn atei
Craig left immediately in pursuit ofAl-I--work guaranteed. Solomon. The
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone the _crazed man, and succeeded in
10 'capturing him at Spring Hill. Ky..
WHEN BUYING HARNESS, Sad- after a terrific struggle. Yeene
diew or repair at the Paducah Harness Isampittp was returned to
and Saddle Co.. you are getting the where he is being carefully gust . .
hest, 20e Kentucky avenue. 
, Ile is of a prominent family. His
FOR RENT OR SALE--Eleeen father has resided in Clinton sinceroom house on South Sixth street be- last fall.
tween Clark and Washington. Newly -
eainted and in good condition. Apply'
Fulton. Ky . Aug 29.-- -Marionto II. A. Pettar.
 Brun-mei! and Clarenee Johfiege. twoFOR RENT-Two six room cot -
prominent young societyClin-tages 502 anti 506 North Seventh'
a_
Furnished 
stieet. All modern convettleate.a. ton, who were the -principals in k:
sensational ettiende in theif townif desired. Phone 2368
yesterday, were also the principals- SALE 32-foot -
llwo -men were ra ett-bef o 14' he-
itt_the police' court at Clinton. Thelaunch, five foot beam, four cylinder
24-horse power. Inquire at Mergen-
i
itsbeabluer-g1.17rIon Basket -Co.. Meehani 
and breech or-peace. -144----the first
Tice -fudge, charged-with fast driving -
WHITE GIRL-- Waneed to do.gen 
ease they Weee fined $e each and
costs. In the second Case Johrbiceleral housework in small family.
Coed ,wages to right party- Allele 
was fined $20 and Brummell $25.
S92 Jefferson or phone 1891. 
I After the trial Itrnmorret and Dep-
uty Sheriff Wash Kimbell engaged
in a fist fight in the hall of the snurt
house. Kimball striking Brummell
several thee% ;thew the head antiwichea at 111 1-2 South Third settee.
lase. Friends itterfered and
--FOR SALE--Pony a-rvi buggy. Reed the antagonists before
either separately or together Apply' was seriously Injured.
to S. Ae Mill, at See offer, or tee.- -
phone 9d4."
-1.-15-11T-7-.Child's small gold bradeciet
on car or at Wallace park. Finder
trironse-Trtirn ana
ceive reward.
AFTER FRIDAY. August 30:you
can get Harn, Cheese. Beef. Pork.
Mutton, Veal and Flimburger sand-
A PRIVATE family in Ilse West.
Ettd will arcept two or three desire-
b;e„people for meats after Se/itemiser
15. Abilresa X. pare The Sun.
-W-ANTED-Boat--4-and rooms for
bottle blowers, in vicinity of Glass
Factory. Inquire Padviceh GlaK.
company.
171,F;ANING AND PRESSING II, A
It done. Satisfaction guaranteed
Work called for. and delivered -One
trial is all task. James Duffy. 801011
Ninth streid. near Broadway: Photts
4112-a.
t WANI-Eff-12-by young widoWW.-Tir-
lepentient incoma,_acqnvint.nc.•
wieow of meant' or setting lady, cox',
try girl preferred. Snuff users and
*port* *stet' answer. Address "M".
eepar-
either
Looking Foe Ericaocd Prisoners.
Jailer Thomas Niefettskey. of Tics-
cumbia, Ala., was in Paducah la-t
night, looking for Nib prisoners who
liberated • lliTinSelves FIT tIllatt
through the bars several nights age
"Did the mustard plaster do yott
any geed. Bridget?" Maid-"Yetebut
he gorry, mum, ut do bite the tongue"
-Philadelphia Inquirer.
C. E. KIDD 4 0. R. KIDD
Physicians and Surgeons






With Dr, J. Q. Taylor.
Intones--itesidence, Painter Rogow
(Mice. Both phones 47.
Ronrs-10 to 121 4t30 t 8:110; 7 he
[ it; Sunday, 145 to 1.2.
•
Dee Emu weal ads, tor mutt..
PAGE AU THE PADITCATI EVENIWG SUN. I
Nifir
THURADAY, AUGUST */.
Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles
A II VI c,se Repairs
Electric Hose, the world's best, per foot   20c
ED. D. HANNAN
The Sanitary Plumber
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Residence Phones Old 726N•sv 726
Cumptleali Building, 1-atadUCellete Ky.
•ormaisuninmelamnimmilmslnemiline 
UNIFORM RULES
f 1141 I". I IIINATI10 /Mt I
lo‘ K
be the tie that binds" knows the his-
tory of It homely origin.
, Accerding to Use Church Eleretic.
as written by the Rev. John Few-
who in the latter part of the
ighteenth cies-tory eas the pastor of
a poor little church in Lockshire.
England. Hie femily and reeponst-
bellies were large, his salary was
Dr. Wiley May Arrange for Confer- than $ a week.
ence Which Will include All
•
Countries.
Washington, Aug. 29.—It is be-
lieved at the state department that
the wit( onie of the present visit to
Europe f Dr. Wiley, of the depart-
ment of agriculture, will be the _call -
leg of an intern:hoes] gitthering in
flits I 011 ft try to endeavor to secure
uniformity of Kart:lee in the treat-
of food adulterations
It appears that there le liele dif-
fereuce of epinion among the health
authoritlee of the varioae nations an
to the propriety of establishing rules
for the maw:teeter.- of food and
drug products in the hit, rest of pub-
lic- health but difference's hare arisen
at each stag.' of the attempt to franie
regulations for the eovernment of the
export trade in siteh commodities
owing to honest differs-nee of opinion
an to the proper defiuition of adul
terat ion.
How
"BLEST HE THE TIE."
—
Familiar tea ityme came t„ "Why haveeou dubbed her thet?"
Ite Writs I'll. asked the photographer with Inter-
, st
Not one in a thotteand of those l "Because she has dyed so young."
,
In 17:2 he felt himself obliged to
,a-c-cie a call to a London chureh. His
'farewell sermon had teen ireached.
sec wagons loaded with furetture and
hooks numd by the door. His con-
gregation, men, wernee and children.
v-ere in an agony of tears.
Mr. Fawcett and his wife sal down
on a II:111k I lig a and cried with the
.'hers. Looking lip, Mrs. Fawcett
"Oh, John. John. I cannot bear-4
tide! I know not where to go!"
"Nor I either," raid he; "nor will
we -go. Unload the wagon and put
everything back in its o'd plane."
His ,letter of aceeptanee to the
London church was recalled and he
wrote this hymn to commemorate the
episode,
the
al a nagerat Joke.
The man wita the eamera we, tak-
ing a photografth eta theacrieal cote-
patty. A young girl, of not over 16
years with startling yellow hair trie-
Pod across, the boom.
"Here retiree 'the beloved of tte
gods," wheepered the manager.
Secretary of Interior lomiliar
with Public Land Situation
Administration and People Is; NOW
co-operate is Preserving Pub.
ELEVEN mot s mixs.
Washington, D. C., Aug. 29.—
More effective co-opergtion betwime
the administiation and the people in
ptibi.e I dads attic leaw been- resebevi-
as the result of the 11,000 Mille trip
which Secretary of the Interior par-
field finished when he resumed bus-
iness in his office here this morning.
The trip was on, of the most ar-
lime* that a member ef the cabinet
has ever undertaken within the lim-
its of continental totted States. Mr.
Garfield traveled necessarily long
d:stanres on railroads, but ithenever
Possible cut away from the iron
tracks and on horseback explored for,
eat resetves and cow and agriculture
lands and insp.( led work done on ir-
rigation projects.
He found mauy citizens who be-
lieved the secretary of the interior.
ae he expreesed it. was a white die-
phaut in Washington and absolutely
unapproaehable. He found thousands
who had entirely erroneous ideas of
the policies of the preskjent. lie
placed himself in teach with public
land and Indian offitere and with en-
gineers who were conetructing great
irrigation projects.
Zenner Convention of Vague.
"The result beat been mest 89tis-
rartorY.- Mr. Garfield today said.
"Such a trip was the only way to as-
certain conlitions as they actually ex-
ist. I had been through the west
mate times and knew In a general
way what the situationwas, but the
trip I just finished has given me -a'
better understanding of the views of
the motile and paved the way for err-
operation in securing the adoption
and enforcement of the polices which
are to the best interests of the per-
eons directly concerned and the en-
tire country.
"The result of the Denver conven-
tion was totally different from what
the originators expected it would be.
Upon looking over my ma-il this
morning I found a letter from the
Denver real estate exchange, which
was. one of the most earnest oppo-
nents of the president's policies. In
ties letter we are congratulated on
our patient attitude and assured our
trip his had a good influence. anti
thee the exchange will co-operate
with us."
It Is the intention of Secretary
Garfield to repeat the recommenda-
tion to congress that the leasing see'
tern be adopted both for coal and
grating lands it is pointed_ out this
system is pursued by several states,
ticect,- • - 1. • h and Colors-
-J
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do, with respect to state public lande,
dud he saw no reason for the opposi-
tion of coal, cattle, and sheep men
to Its adoption by the federal govern-
ment.
Vailue of the LtliOtitteg tartteliti.
"Through leasing," he said, •et
would be poselble to regulate coal
mining, for exemple---that is. to
require thy removal of all coal. It is
proposed also to aim at the preven-
tion of, monopolies through the pro-
hibition of private interests front con-
trolling large areas of laud. I believe
there should be an increase in acre-
age. The law now permits an indeed-
eve to take up 160. acres and a cor-
poration 320 acres. This is not suffi-
cient In view of the amount of
work and expease involved."
"What -is the extent of our coal
',apply," the secretary wan asked.
"There, is a limited area," be
responded. "If the development and
use of coal should Increase dieing
west-tee-years fre-eire- eanre-rat
as daring the last 20 years the end
of:our feel supply wouldn't be ntany
years away. The best Information we
have fixes from 10 to 100 years as
the length of time which the known.
coal will last."
"What about freest reserties7" he
was asked.
"I went into a number of forest re-
!serves and found conditions good.
The sentiment of the people is all in
favor of these reserves, and cattle
and wheep amen litho were opposed
them on the ground of the limitations
of the grazing land now say their ere
ation was the_beet tic ng that has
been done.
Good Done bee Ferreet Heseryies.
"The resua has been to inerease
vesture and, to opportuhity ,lo
little as, well as big men and not t
overgraze the range. I have met lum-
bermen who expressed themselves as
Motile to the forest reserve policy.
these men saying frankly that they
could no longer secure cheap lum-
ber. Nevertheless they recogisise that
the policy is right. I believe the
leasing system adopted for forest re-
serves Is excellent and it Is intended
to urge congress to authorize its ap-
plication *lo to the range.
"The state of Wyoming lea-es its
grazing lands and cattlemen eoprove
of it. They do not, however, aimrove
of such action by the general govern-
ment. I cannot follow such reasoning.
Of course this Is true: The form of
the lease must be in accordance with
special needs of the locality. For in-
stance, in seam places the lease
should be based upon the nuniber of
head of cattle or ebeep to each acre.
In others the /ease should specify the
area of the land geanted. But if you
do not lease, the big fellow inevita-
bly will arive the little fellow out of
•"Itttetnese.0 .
Must Pay for irrigated Land.
Mr. Garfield was especially enthu-
elastic ever-the condition of the Jell-
gation works.
"When the projects under way
are completed." he sa!vl, "one and
one-half million acres' of land will be
added to the farm area of the coun-
try. This will be done without cost
Ito the government, for every dollar
put into these improvements must be
paid back Into the tceasulys
"Of course there are magi- people
who would like these lands given -to
theta, and when the -time conies for
them to refund the money expended
thy will endeavor to evade the pay-
ment. I shall certainly oppose any-
thing of the kind and shall follow the
line laid down of requiring equal pay-
ments spread over a ten year period.
"The experience of private irriga-
tion companies shows if a person
makes the first payment tie fact be
has a stake causes him to stick to
the work of cultivation in spite • of
the hardshitis and alien:ties he suf-
fers. Bor this reason 4t seems .to me
adv.:sale.. to insist upon the pay-
ment,,'
There is reason to believe that
during his trip Secretary Garfleli did
a great deal of missionary work in
behalf ef the candidacy of Secretary
Taft for the presidency.
WEST STRONGEST
OF TELEGRAPHERS
Likely that Brokers' Operators
Will Be Calltd Ont.
President small Says $84,000.000 of
W. tes $13,000.000 Sur-
plus Is (lone.
00aile 01PEILITOltri ItET IV N I NG.
Now York, Aug. 29 - Front today's
developments in the telegraph strike
it is likely that the telegrapher's in
he -broker's offices fn the financial
distrkes will be called out within a
few days and the strike will be ex-
tended to that branch of the tele-
graph Ifusinese. which thus far has
not been badly affected. -'
A dispatch was received by Na-
tional President Small of the union
from brokers' operators In the bouth
and west, which has altered the situ-
ation considerably. The telegram
complained that the quotations from
New York, Chicago and New Orleans
were being ha'udied t ,e-ab opera-
tors over scab wires, and urrang that
every brokers' operator in the coun-
try be called out. A meeting has been
called for tomorrow of this claim of
operators and the situation, will be
discttaos e.nd.. President Small said today
that sine decisive action will surely
be
President Small announced that he
*as thoroughly in touch with the
general strike situation and the com-
panies were weakening. Of the West-
ern Union surplus of $13.000,0oe he
said that at least $1,000.000 had al-
ready been expended in the figheand
that if the strike lasts another two
weeks the company will ma be able.
to pay the guaranteed dividends on
acquired properties. It Is reportel
that George J. Gould has left Europa
for the United States to direct the
company's fight.
It was announced after the regular
daily meeting of the strikers this
afternoon that 11,000,000 of the $2.-
94m,90° fund refired by the strikers
would -be devoted to breaking about
government ownership-of telegrapb
companlee.
Prospects of a mutually satisfacto-
ry settlement of the strike appear to
be .no more promising today than
they were a week ago. Officials of the
Western Union reiterated the state-
ment that they wile not treat with
the lehor organisation under any eir-
cernstences. At the same time the
str:ke leaders declared that none of
hopes are based npon arbitra-
tton.
They have accepted as fine? the ex-
pressions of the company officiate,
they say, and are prepared to pro-
long the strike unt:l the next ses-
sion of congress, If necessary. Then,
they declare, an effort wlil .be tnade
to have-the whole question'-taken be-
fore the country's legislative bodies.
"We are going to keep up the
etrugKe until the business interests
of the country force congress to act."
said President Smap, of the Tele-
graphers' union today. "We will be
able to hold on until the next lies-
:eon of congress. I do not believe tbc
elegtaph cottpanies can bold out
much longer,
They Don't lino*. •
A elaseathueetts congressman was
recently conversing with a colleague
who entertains more Tr less soeialis-
tic notions, expreenet, in a 'note or
-less vague way. "You fellows don't
know exaetly what you want," said
the Massachusetts man. "You . rr
mind me of a senhool - teacher who
once had a mutinous class of pupils
on his hands.
"That portion of the ;chore who
attempted Ws miniature rebellion,
sent a committee to state -their griev-
awe,, is the name of the rest
"Bet the principal would have no
A-Tot:as with them. He simply locked
hem In his room *'Ti' _went
Parley with the rank and file."
" said he, 'and what is It
you want?'
"'We want the same as, the other
boys up-stairs.'
"'What la that?'
" 'We don't know.' "—Success
Closed foe a Week.
Clarksville, Tenn., Aug. 29.— The
Western Union Telegraph company
opened its office here yesterday afte-
having been closed .a week on ac-
count of the strike. P. A. Williams,
of Cynthiana, Ky., is In charge of the
office.
FOR KENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
flooi; water, light, heat and







1We are ready for all kinds •f hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co. 1 ,,b..„.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
ouse
122.524 N. Pourth St.
wiring, electric plants installed,
Complete machine ahop.
Phoneys 757
TAKE: "el M GI: 1 No s
Txas Mittelman (Millers Deposit 41
Sodium Chloride from Lake by
Teantiond.
Fort Worth, Tex., Aug. 29.--An
immense and practically inexhautd-
ible salt deposit exists on the ranch
of J. le BUIStAilf, it wealthy stockman
In Andrea-s &tint"-, Texas, away out
Oh the eastern border of New Mexico,
sod a town Is to be laid out and built
there with the manufacture of nit
us its leading industry. Mr. Bustin
says:
"For the last nteeen years I have
had a ranch in Andrews county, and
Shafter's lake Is about thee middle of
that ranch. Miring dry spells I
gather. salt "from that lake. The
fresh water runs into the lake after
every rain, but it soon becomes salt.
AS the water is evanorated by the sun
, reservoir. ucade at the edge of this
lake. Into this, when the lake is Du
r cent brine, Irtend to pump Vie
brine until the reservoir is full. As
the water evaporates j shall pump in
more. Finally I will have a layer of
salt two feet thick. Being fifty
miles from a reilroad, I will have no
demand for the salt except what can
be moved by wagon. We hope some
day toeebtaiu it railroad, and salt
making will then become a great in-
dustry, I never have had this salt
analyzed. I and my neighbors have
used te salt for several years, for
stock and keeping meat. When used
on the table it is ground ,
"The lake covers a little over two
rquare milue. I do not know bow
the salt got there. The well water
on the west eide of- town is fresh and
too& bet on the east the water le too
strongly impregnated to be of mud),
it leaves a deposit of milt, thin at the
ledge, but increasing in thick as as
you go toward the center of tlWake.
"Two men heal a slide out to
where the salt is about one inch thlek
and fill the box with salt. 'Den a
team on the solid ground hauls the
box to shore. In this' way three Wen
in two days caarried out to the bank
and sacked about 40,00.0 pounds.
Sometimes there Is too much water
In the lake and the salt is not so
good.
"I ant now having a large tank ne
Operator. Hack to Work.
Louisville-. Aug. 29. - leifteceu more
operators went back to work in • the:
Western Union office - here today.
This makes IS men who went back
within the week.
Three At Clarktuati,
Clnelnhati, Aug. 29.—The West-
ern Union took back three of their
old operators Tetley.
The West Is Strongest.
Kansas City, Aug. 29.—The steer-
ers in. the west are holding out bet-
ter than those in the east or central
sections. Ten Western Union men
went back to their keys here today
Tina is the first instance of operators
taking back their old jobs In the
a-est.
The poet gazed In triumph at his
latest stance. "Best thing I ever
done," he ' chuckled. "I ought to get
something for that. sure.". However
the poem did not crime within the
.etteelieflOn - of the law, so there as









"Turnpeins is dead gstuck on his
new typewriter."
"That's just like him. His wife
probably will find 'It out and then
there will be trouble."
"Say, is the heat affecting you
I'm talking about the machine."-
Milwaukee Sentinel.
There seems to be a yellow streak
In human nature that makers it al-
1."41,r,t .yorFuortov
A Man is Known by the Tele=
phone He Keeps
Paducah people demand the hest and we meet the
EAST TENNES§tERLEPHONE CO.
demands of the best people.
Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in Bond Whiskies__—
Very frequently the" most inferior
goods depcnd on their sale by having
a green stamp on the neck of the
bottli... This counts for nothing.with-




Is nine summercold. The gov-.
;ment stamp will so indicate.
4
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In matt cases are direct moults
os Winie KIDNEYS and IN-
eL.A MM vrioN OF TitE BLAD-
DER. The strain on the Kid-
neys and inflamed membrines






Two douse give relief. and
one box wil cure any ordinary
ase of Kidney or Bladder
Trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, Semival Erolsolonp,
Weak and Lame Back, Rheum 
Cm and all irregularities of the
Kidneys and Redder in bqjh
men and women. Seel at ell
(-errs a box on the No Cure No
Pay bass by elefsberson's drug
store, Fourth and Broadway,
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
by mall upon receipt of price to
[Ark Mediciue Co., Louisville,
Ky.
,
Far From the Madding 'Crowd.
"I often have thought it .Would be
It heaven of qtriet to'werk on one of
the top floors of a skyseraperee re-
marked a man whose ofilce was one
Rigor above a particularly noisy street
"It always seemed to me that It must
be wonderfully peat...rut up there.
far above the rattle of trucks and all
the ordinary 'racket of the streets
down _here. But some work I was
doing ealled me to the twenty-second
floor of an office building on Wall
Street, and now rite changed my
°pineal. Of course the rattle of the
trucks and the cries of the boys are
missing. But you can hear the bells
Of ambulances and fire engines jute
as clearly. without being able to Fee
thimn. lu fact, you can't see any-
thing as exciting 'as teat at all. Of
course you have the telephone bells,
the starp footfalls in the stone corn.
dors, the howls of men for the ele-
vators to &top, and, worst of all, ths
IlOif CS from the river craft. Why,
to work in one of those' lofty offices
on a foggy day is as had as tatting on
a eteamer at sea, for the shrieks of
the whistles and the ringing of the
open in the ferry slips seem to drift
up there with unusual violence. My
old first . story offiee isn't so bad,
after all."--New Yore Press.
, 
It Is generaily easier for a man to
dec.eive hinise:f than his wife.
COMSTIPATIO
••Fhr over nips years I anffered with ebonite eon-
rtipation and during this those I had to Make an
loe aealoo of wds "rater once eT•ry 34 hours
entielg have an on say Htp%trilesse.1 novssarets. teAsy 1 an a wen team.
Dur,sg the sloe p.aes ire I used resealmta I
eiort-rea ...pea lowry with into-east piles. Thanksse you I am Iran tem. CI that this morel ag. Yea
sea sae this In belied1 of suffering '




Pleasant. Pat atahle. rotes'. Taste Good, Go Good.
Iti•eer Siea,n, Weaken or (tape. M. 114, lee. Never
sold la bill's. l'he ompine tablet stamped C CC.
tisarstite..1 to mare Or jAr,ur moneybnck.
Steeting Remedy Co., Chicago on N.Y. 603
41INUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
MO. AltU
The tugG for ife stators
Irritatiev• sticeraileh
I Alcharsesonftentinattow
set serafirsr. of IntiCoOr mentlerena
Presses. reesaisisa. pai„;,„„,
struitsgatuiteali -'*ter foseinocs
It11011114, S Sold by aribillatelb






Rates $I a Day. ---Everytkieg UI




,vissurrille mut PsAucatil Package
•tIecorpc rated.)
(Debt Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John II
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Erse:
trine and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in to1;
feet from Paducah to Evansville an.1




issaves Pa(ucal for Ceiro and wa)
landings at 8 a. m. sharps, daily, ex
Sept Sunday. Special excursion rates
Dow in effect from Faducah to Caine
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music knd table an
surpaseod .
Pqr• further information apply te
III. A. Feeler General' Pass. Agent, of
given Fow'ar, City Pass Agent, a.




rAlitabor By CHARLES KLEIN. •
41 Story of American Life Neveliz9d From the Play by
ARTHUR HORNRLOW.
COPYRIGHT. 1906. BY G. W. DILLINGHAM COMPANY.
(Ceintinued from last issue.)
Jeffersou left the room turd Ryder
seuior, as If exhausted by the violence
of his own outbursts sank iatek limp
in his chair. The crisis be dreaded
had come at last. Ills son hatl openly
detiod his authority cud was latttig to
nou'ry the daughtec of his enetny. lie
must do somethlug to preveut It; the
marriage must net take place, hut what
could he do? The boy was of age and
legally his own waster. Ile could do
nothing to restrain his actions unleas
they put him hi an lusane asylum. it.
would rather see his sou there, he
mused. than married to die lloaauisee
woman.
Presently ,,,there was a timid knock
at the library door. nyder rose from
Jes seat and went to see who was
there. To his ,surprise it was Miss
Green.
"May I come in?" asked Shirley.
"Certainly, by all means. it down."
He drew up a chair for herLand his
manner was mo coNial that It was easy
to see she was a welsome visitor.
"Mr. Ryder," Ale began lu a low.
trenaulons voice. ••I havieeenue to Nee
you on a very important matter. I've
been waiting to gee you all evening.
and as I shell he here only a short time
longer I want to ask you a great fa-
vor. -pereaps the greatest you were
ever aseed. I want ta ask you for
mercy-for melee' to"-
She stopped awl Oeuvre' weveualy
at him, but she saw he was paying no
attention to what she was &eine. lie
was pug heavily at his cigar, en-
tirely preocetipled with his own
thoughts. tier sudden silence areusel
• 11•• apologized: •
-tote excuse met I ain't quite catch
what you were keying."
She saki 'lathing, wondering what
had happened to model-ben Ise ubsetit-
minded. Ile read the question in her
face, for, turning toward her, lie ex
claimed:
"For the first time in my life I am
(net' to fnee wills defeat-defeat of the
most ignominious kind ineaPticifYin
ability to regulate may own internal af-
fairs. I can rule a government but I
can't manage my own family-my own
son. I'm a failure. Tell in,'." he add-
ed, appealing Is, her, "why can't I
rule. My own houlehold, why can't I
govern my Own (Ind?"
"Why can't you govern yourself?"
Feld Shirley quietly.
Ryder looked keenly at her for a nee)
meat without 'answering her tile:Hon;
then, as if prompted by a sudden betto-
r:Him. he said:
"Yon, can help me, hot not by preaels
Mg at me. Tins is the first time in my
life I ever called on a helms- eel! for
help., I'm only tiecuatomed to deol with
men. This time there's a woman In the
case, and I need your woman' wit"-
"How can I help you?" asked :Seeley.
"I don't know." he answertel with
suiipressed excitement. "As I told you.
I ern up against a blank wall. I caul
see my way." Re gave a nervous lit-
tle laugh and went on: "Pm ashamed
of myself-arhamed Did you ever
read the 'titbits of the Lion and the
Mouse? Well. I watt you to gnaw
with your eharis weman's teeth at the
cords which bled the son Of John Ber-
kett Ryder to this Ildssteore WOMAD.
rflInt you to be the motiee-to IPA me
free of this disgraceful entanglement."
"How?" asked Shirley calmly.
"Ale that's just it-how?" be replied.
Can't yoa think-yon're it woman-
you have youth. beauty-brains." He
stopped and eyed her (insole until she
reddened from the emierrnesing aerie
tier Then he bineed out: "By George!
Marry him yourself- twee him to let
ge of this other woman! Wby not?
Come, what do you seer
This unexpected ammo-talon came
upon Shirley witb all tho force of n
violent shoek. She irstmediat.te Ban_
the falseness of her pesitien. This man
was asking for her _hand for Ms son
under the impression that she was sm-
other sromnn. It would be dishonora-
ble of her to teep up the deception any
longer. She passed her hem" over her
face to conceal her confusien.
"You-you must give trte time to
think," she atainmerral. "Suppose I
don't love your. eon. I should want
something-- something to compensate."
"Something tar compensate?" echoed
Ryder, surnrieed usual a little discon-
certed.. "Why, thst hoe will inherit
millions-I don't knewohdr fenny:* .
"No-no, not money," 'rejoined Shir-
ley. "Money only compel's/Hee the
e-lio lore money. It's nomethlue
• man's honor, a mane life! It weans
nothing to you."
Tie gezed at her, not uniterstaultpit.
Full of his Own project. he had mine
fur nothing else. Ignoriag therefore
the question of conmensation, what-
ever she mIrlit mean by that he con-
tinued:
PYou can win him If yen make up
your mind to. A woruan with your re-
sourees can blind him to any other
woman."
-But If he loves Judge Rossmore's
daughter?" objected Shirley. „
"It's for you to make tem forget her,
and you time' replied the financier eon-
fidently. "My desire is to separate
him from this Rosentore woman at any
cost. You must help His stern-
ness relaxed somewhat. and his eyes
rented on her kindly. "Do you know. I
should be glad to Mule you won't have
to leave Me Mrs. Ryder hhs taken a
fancy to you, end I myself shell, miss
yog when omit glee
"You ask we to be your son's 'wife
and you kuow nothing.of my fatellyee
said staley.
-4111•11••••••••••
"I know you. That is sufticieut." he
replied.
-No, no, you don't," returned Shirley,
"nor do you know your sou. Ile has
more constancy, more strength of char-
acter. thau you think anti far more
prtnelpie than you have."
"So much the metater the victory for
you," he answered good hurnoredly.
a ."Ah," she said reproacbrally, "you
do net love your sou."
al do love him." replied Ryder warm-
.1y. "It's because I lose hen that I'm
such a fool in this matter. tootle you
see that if he marries tilig girl it would
separate us and I sheltie lose IIIM?
don't want to lose him. If I welcomed
her to my house, it would make me the
laughing stock of nil my friends and
blueness associates. Cume, will you
join forces with me?"
Shirley shook her head 11 lifrtVGP about
to reply when the telephone bell rang.
Ryder took up the receiver and spoke
to the butler downstairs:
-Who's that? Judge Stott? Tell
him I'm . too busy te see any one.
What's that? A malt's life at stake?
What's that to do with me‘? Tell
him"- -
.On hearing Stott's name. Shirley
ue.arty betrayed herself. She turned'
pale anil half started up from her chair.
Something serious must have hoppened
to bring her father's lewd adviser . to
the Ryder resklenee at such an hour:
She thought he was in Washington.
Could It be that the proceedings in tee
senate were ended and the reault
known? She torrid hardly couceni her
anxiety and Instinctively she placed
her hand on Rydees arm.
"No. Mr. Ryder. do Fee Judge Stott!
you mew see him. I knomewho he is.
Your sell has told we. Judge Stott is
oue of Judge itoesmore's advisers. See
him. You may find out something
abent the girl. You may find out
where she is. If Jefferoun finds out
MI have refused to see her father's
friend at such a critical time, it will
only make. him symeathine more deep-
ly with the Itossmeres, and you know
sympatihx. is akin to love. That's what
you want to avoid, isn't it?"
Ryder still held the telephone, hesi-
tating what to ,do. What she said
sounded like good sense.
"lipon my word"- he said. "You
may be right and yet"-
"Am I to help you or not?" demand-
ed Shirley. "You Raid you wanted a
Wrillian's wit."
"Tes." said Ryder. "but star
"Then you had better nee him." she
uid empeatically.
Ryder turned to the telephone.
"Held, Jerkins, are you there? Show
Judge Stott up here," Ile laid the re-
ceiver down and turned again to Slur.
Icy. "flat's one thing I don't like
about you," be said. "I allow you to
decide against me, and then I agree
with you." She said nothing, and ik
went en looking at her admiringly. "I
predict that you'll bring that boy to
your feet within a mouth. I don't
know Why, but I seem to feel that be
Is attracted to you already. Than
heaven! Yen haven't a lot of trouble-
some irelatious. I think you sahlayou
were almost alone id the world., Don't
look so serious," he added laughing.
"Jeff is a fine fglow nue, believe me,
itxcellenteweeh as the world goes."
Shirley raised her hand as if entreat-
lug him to desist.
-Oh, don't-don't-please! Sly posi-
tion is so false: You don't know how
false it is:" she cried. •
At that instant the library door was
thrown open and the butler appeared,
tethering in Stott. The lawyer looked
anxIons, and his alsheveled appear'
ante Indicated that he bad come dirget
from' the train. Shirley scanned his




We take pleasure In announc-
ing that we now have Denatured
Aleohol for our trade. It is to
be tined for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use in the arts
and mechanics it is the most
economical and satisfactory fue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
also burns without any of RA
offensive odor, Next time try
it in your chafing dish or alco-
hol heater; It will be a revela-
tion to you. Be• sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah drugirist handles It.
Beth Phones 756.
15c % pt. and bottle•ac rebate
linfor bottle. wren
25e-I pt. and bottle: 10e rebate
fur bottle.
35c 2 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
for bottle.;
S. II. WINSTEAD
Prompt Service so leitaksee
"""' Seventh andliinutd way.;
wight read tie re NVII:H I --
Ile waited- rtor past s a iug ut.•
sign. of recognition, and mi‘iliteeel di-
rect toward Ryder, who had I haell aud
rewatned standing at les desk.
-Perhaps I had better Av.!" ventured
Shirley. although tortured by anxiety
to hear the news from Washington.
"No," said Ryder quickly, -Judge
etutt will detain we but u very few
moments."
Having delivered hiniself of this del-
icate hint, he tweet; toward his visitor
as if insetiug him to come to the point
us rapidly Is possible.
"I must apologize for intruding at
thin uuseewly hour, sire said Stott.
-but time is precious. The seteite
meets totuurrow to vote. If anything
L s to be done for Judge Roosmore it
must be done tonight."
"I fail to see why you address your-
self to me in this matter, sir," replied
Ryder, with asperity.
"As Judge itussutore's friend and
counsel." 14115Wered Stott. "t 010 in.-
eelled to ask your help at this teethe(
moment."
-The matter is in the Lauda of the
Unite() States senate, sir," replied Ry-
deri tte el a'•Tivs re against hhul" cried etott
"Not cue senator I've shaken to holds
out any hope for him. If hat la convict-
ed it will mean his death. Inch by
Inch his life is leaving him. The only
thing that can save him is the good
flews of the senate's refusal to and hen
guilty."
Stott was 110 i.v./•jtedly aes
loudly tuat neither he net. Ryder heard
the low moan that (nine (nail dIP
cenier of the room where Shirley was
standing listening..
"1 can do nothing," repeated Ryder
coldly, and tie turned his back awl be-
gan to exainlue some papers lying on
hit. desk as if to notify the caller that
the interview was tu.led. But Stott
was not so easily disiourageti. He
went on;
"As I understand it, they will vote ou
strictly pnety itei the party in
power is aiptinst him, lie's a marked
man. You have the power to help
him." Ilet•dless of itytier's gesture of
impatience. be continued: "When I left
his bedside tonight. sir. I promised to
returu to him with gothl ese... I have
tad him that tlw rebels.* the
charges against him. I must eetnrn to
btur with good news. He is very Ill to-
night, sir." lie halted for a moment
and glanced in Shirtey's direction. and,
slightly raising Ills voles. so she might
hear. lie uthitel. "If he gets worse. wo
*ball <tend for his daughter!'
(To be continued In next issue.)
PILES! PILES! PILES!
Williams* Indian Pile Ointment will
sure Bend, Bleeding and Itching
Piles. It absorbs the tumors, slays
itching at once, acts as a poultice,
gives instant relief. Williams' Indian
Pile Ointment is prepared for Piles
and itch:ng of the private parts. Sold
by druggists, mail 50e and $1.00.
Williams' 111"g Co., Props., C:eve-
iand, 0.
EXTENSIVE HANS FOR DRAW..
• rulicate Intend. to Spend Art:4.
Saints Iii Del elopement of nffee
Lands.
New York, Aug. '' .-A nyndieate
has been formed this country to
develop two yIlroisd systems in
Brazil. The plans embrace the
building of ebout 2,000 miles Of con'
net tine .slenke, Which will result in
iuterc,pnmunIcatIon of over six thou-
sae miles of railways and the open-
g up of vete coffee growing and
agricultural territories:
Before all the railroad projects of
the syndicate are carried emit they
wilt represent an investment pf fully
$5a,000,04444, and other undertakings
which the same group of capitalists
has in hand in Brazil in electric trac-
tion, lighting and harbor amproves
went& will, it is estimated, bring the
aggregate figures almost to $150.-
lloo,{f50.
Amosg those primary interested
in' the syndicate are SirtWilliam Van
Horne, chairman of the board of di-
rectors of the Canadian Pacific rail-
way: Percival Farquhar, vice-presi-
dent of the Guatemala railway com-
pany; Frederick S. Pearson, formerly
chief consulting engineer of the New
York street railway system.; William
Lanrnan Bull, of the New York bank-
ing house of Edward Sweet & Co.;
and Minor C. Keith, vice-president of
the United Fruit company.
The syndicate has acquired control
of the Sea Paulo and Rio Grande rail-
road, which connects the state of
Soa Peel° with that of .Rio Grande
,do Sul. The line is to be extended
,so ee to perinte of conpectIon be-
tween Rio de Janeiro, the capital of
Brazil, and Montevideo, the capital
of Uruguay. Anpther * section. six
hundred miles long, will be built in-
land from israneiseo to lquart Falls,
teus opening up Paraguay anti giving
rail communication by way of the
Brazilian coast. The Soa Paulo and
Rio Grande line is said to represent
the future railway interests of south-
ern Brazil,„in many respects the rich-
ett and most V ahlable portion of that
country.
Mean People Poor Compasy.
1 There will he some meanness, as
well as much that is good, in the
character of the average human
being until the milleuium comes-
and possibly a day or two later. But
In the meantime- the man who re-
members Thackeray's remark about
whet poor company people who do
JAPAN BUYS SUPPLY
1- ht-.Ts "CORNER" IN
‘1.1,1tKET.
treated states Negotiating For
At 'flute the Deal Was
cousu iiiiii sued.
18 Tears' Success Indorsed by Easiness Men. laco.rporated. $100,000.00 Capital
29 Colleges in le State. Jas. F. Drente& Pies.
5.ste j J Reliable
PRACTICAL BUSINESS
' THE K own as the Up' to bate Busiresa Sewall
I POs;ITTONS SDI...RED or iON.EY REFUNDE1)
gy A 001551 IN Book. i nes, Itatalleb, or tuastrattns e leek bi RSV-
. 
mem )414,014. Na tkittus.:*0 FIN It persons In erten county. dearth% to
short hand. Pen• Otte-qui it Ottaluess cotiege, wbo will at urea
=unship, A: ithisoir, Telegraphy. Lotter '('LIP and send this mince (mentioning this
Fifty Writing, Law, Mechanical Drawing, Bust• paper) to IM%tuitlion's Practical Liu& exults*:
P.IDUlekii, el 1 Bills tliWAY;




Wh:le the United States has been
tweretty negotiating with the Welles
head Torpedo company, of Engiand,
for the 'put-these of 50 of the newest
an4. most aeproved English torpe-
does, Japan has stepped in -end
licught letett of the weapons at an
expanse at $e,000,000, says the New
York 'Herald.
_The torpedoes **ere purchased by'
the Japanese at $5,000 each, Immedi-
ately after the lirSt negotiations of
the United States government. Thin
infiormation tomes from England and
halt caused much surprise. It is be-
lieved the enormous purchase by the
Japanese practical:y takes the White-
Iseatl,torpedoPs from the market, tine
that in case this government wishes
to lay in an additional supply it a ill
have to wait some time for the tor-
pedoes to be delivered.
The new Whititheads are de, lared
the most approved torpedoes now
manufactured for naval warfare.
They. are guaranteed to go four thou-
sand yards, while the best torpedoes
in the United States navy ean only
cover 1.500 yards.
On learning that the, Fee English
torpedoes surpassed attic hitherto
provided for warfare, the navy de-
partment made secret arrangements
for examination of the torpedo and
its purchase for American ships.
Ldeutenant Chester Wells was In-
structed to proceed quietly to Eng-
land, make thorouie investigation
and report to the diSartmerit .
This investigation resulted In in
atruetions to Lieutenant Wells
purehase, e0' for the navy at a int
$5,000 each. A eond order
ere then issued by the as deport-
ment fcr an additional rehase of
50. In the meantime, span stepped
in and at an expect are of $5.000.-
aoo praeticaly re ed all the availa-
ble torpedoes f t the market.
NaV3: 01111, 4 in Washington woule
not comm t yesterday on the 15111 -
flumes • torpadoes. It was admire .1,
howl, r. that 30 Whiteheads had
lice bought for the government' by
eutenant Wells.
SNAKE STORY FROM HUNGARY.
"Nature Faker" Story That Will
Test the Credulity of the Most
Profound Geologist.
---
London. England, Aug. 29.--Good
snake stories are rare, bat the Rou-
rnanian detests of Hungary are re-
eponsIble 'for thtvbest. A telegram
has just been receirti front Mshadia
- by a Budapest scientist, affirming the
honesty of the Hungarian sews..
Away among the WaIla,hs in this
'quiet and quaint ettlo township lives
a sshoolmaster named J11011 Popescu,
whose daughter is the hi roine of the
story.
It appears that every morning the
Fehoolmaster's wife placed her little
daughter in the court garden whilst
she busied herself- with the duties of
the house and for her consolation a
cup of milk was placed beside the
child.
Children, as a rule, are not afraid
of animals, or reptiles, and the more
harmful such are reputed to be the
less harm is realized. One morning
ft viper wriggled its way to the child,
who sat amusing herself there, but
instead of attacking the child, con-
tented Reef with drinking _from the
cup of milk. This unitised the little
girl, and after a day or so the two
be-came quite friendly and every
morning the viper appeared forelts
drinkOf milk.
Finishing her work rather earlier
that usual one morning the Another
went to fetch her daughter, but was
horrified to find her playing ,wIth the
snake Fearing that noise might
Imperil the child, she waited until
the viper started for its home. Then
raising an alarm. neighbors ap-
pearee who linneellately destroyed
the' snake. The little (lied on hear-
ing of what hall occurred immediate.
ly burst Ante declaring that tlie
viper had been its constant play:nate
for over a fortnielit.
Interest in Sharp Revival.
Sharp, Aug. 2S.-(Special)- Tn-
tereet continues In the revival being
lead here by the Reg T. J. Owen
ange every attempt to bring the meet-
ii e to a close hag been voted ciewn.
Services are held every evening an.I
will continue all - this week. Last
night two additions were had. The
Rev, P. H. Fields. of Paducah. ar-
rived today to assist in the meeting.
Excellent Start.
"Dumley Folly6 he thinks he'll go in
mean things must be when they are for yachting this summer. He's
alone, will be a little less apt to he more than half egnipped already.-
guiltg of such smallnesi thee under "Got the yesht, has be?"
other conditlani.leflinirti -Mai "No,- the _ clothes."-Philadelphht
1
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etrusetive took a tl
sari judgv. •it tin. New York pus, of the eciebra
once had I.' (Cr- ii tu. its ;a a is,1 *tari,d 1 11:ov e
count • St S4. It Wa, A Ai.. ,
avern k. r utts •1 f "IYinn't ;- 'us jut tee, a p.ci ore U -
syruent en a 1.1ed if thms le:siting lee
.1CrCe. ''.:• &If-gates,
fl( 1aa:!!!, .1 al !tile: 15, '• is s (.7. s as,
New Yei 'grimes. The T.tke enoth
1h:es :Cohen -ale his :I!: •nicat wit., •
011 •I I .1, ff 55a, '.n5.1.1•-‘4 1! I
!II his pa •
!I .1 Kt): s..
illlioh•t. I 5 ! h .t.
judentent ha i•-r!i•:.
ire ciiii•t tfar <Jinn. I
th.• Jim Ian' found that th• (mt.) i
h‘ssi•-•• .n the place ta.• Ii. II
hr dr 1.,lidraut in the ea • • .te• i•:•• !
just di-eldtd, Ile also (*mud
defendant persenaily superint •:ele
the picparaticn of the rnra!,.. aill
that the foul was rhirgel ter :e ih ,
European plan.
The judo.. called foe two bo:l•
whi. le with the ether ferel Ii
ordered. bilnight in Is Irn Joe"
It) a'turn. lie ate them, and at tin'
end of the ne'a'. the bill was present-
ed to eim. He was astonished its mad
cn it the followtng Aces:
Two ekiekens at S5 cene.1.....el.Su
Calitng the proprieto: he a -ket"
"How's this? t've had re) I his k t•ns:
why do you charge me fo, teem!"
"Three are conatrui•iii cliickens,
your honor." answered Ow ',nolo op-
er.
"What!"
"Why, they are twee: I :r '71!
eggs, you know," the ma:: i•
His honor began to mid aaeip.I.
and said no more.
eroker and Bryan.
In the year 1900, when I e •
Kansas City at the Demme e
tional convention in Convene:
there, a rather amusing (drew: •
took place. Bryan had just been eern
imsted amid the most Nine:twin
sort of a hullabaloo and people
jumping to their feet. tossing
WON .
Louisville, Ky. Special ex-
cursion September aril, 1907
- Train loaves Paduenh 9: Ii) G.
de, returning leaves Louis-
villa. September 5th, 4 it. in.
Round trip $2.50.
Madisonville, Ky. Aceolint
Kentucky Sunday -School as-
soelation. Dates of sale Au-
gust !le-, ;!ti', 2S, final limit Au-
gust elst. Round trip $1.15.
Louisville, Ky.-Speetal ex-
cursion, August 27. Good re
turning August 29. Round
trip t2.no. "Train leaves
Padneah 12:45 p. m., return-
ing leaves Loulsvile 4 p. in.
- Jamestown, Va. - Exposi-
tion, April ll/th to November
30th-l5 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on 'special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
19 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
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WILI,I.IN!S• CAIN. s; VISE
WITH AIINIC.% zsunl V.11(11 Il IZEL
The hest Salve in the world for
ICirs, Bruises, Sores. Ulcers. sa:t
'Ithpurn, Totter. Clopped Hands.`and
'01 s¼0m erupt one. It Is guaranteed
to gtve satistaetion, or money re-
funded. Prise Sce by Druggists.
WILLIAMS' It'S"G, CO., Props
clevesand, 0.
--
' 'The Rv..rilevie -en,. a
HENRI MA1MEN, JR.
REMOVF.1) TO TRIED AND
F VIECKY.
toils Ifladlng. {tank Work. Legal
and Library Werk • seecleitY•
NEW STATE HOTEL
Ml I ItoPol.IS, ILL,
U. A. Pssilley, Prop.
tiewest and beat hotel in the cdtjr.
g2.(10. Two large sample
looms. 11.11/6 rooms. Electric lights.
the only rentrally located Hotel hi
be city.
OOMM Elt.CIAL PATRON AG IC




i•CAS;R Initelnatth for Tennesree 'Over
Every Wednesday at •I p. m.
It. Master
EttiENE ROBINSON Clerk
This company is not responsible
'for invoice charges unless colleced by
the clerk of the boat.
Special exeursion rates from Paths-
eth ,Sis Waterloo. Fare for th•• round
I rip 'IRMO . Leases Paducah every
5"eeri now I 17' St 4 Ts To
KILL THE COUCH
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is held at the Desplaines street sta-
tion and authorities of Greenleaf have
been notified of the arrest.
In burbage's possession letters
from the governor of South Carolina
were found which purported to be
replies from the governor to queries
the fugitive had wailed hirn from
Washington, C, asking leniency
tf he should return and give himself
up.
The replies of the governor said
that nothing but justice could he
done, ad apparently the fugitive de-
cided not to return.
SECRETARY ROEW EXPECTS
VII:IlT FeIR RENOMINATION.
Chicago. III. Aug. 2.—Secretary
of State James A. Rose Is prosecut-
ing an active canvass in Cook county
for signatures to his primary peti-
nous for renomination. With seven
c‘ndidates for this plum in the run-
ning, friends of the secretary; who
has held the office for three terhis,
sly he sees a stubborn contest.
Walter B. Westen. of Chicago, an
attache of the secretary's office, has
ret urned to Springfield, earrying
with him close to 1,000 'lames signed
to Rose's petitions. The canvass will
be continued here. The seeretary
has placed the political game with
the Lorimer following in Cook county
heretofore, and expects support from
this source now, and he is said to he
on friendly terms with Mayor Busse.
%V.. scott Cowen, of Carroll coutil
ty, chief state grain inspector, is look-
ed upon as the state admitilstratIon
aspirant for secretary of state. The
other candidates are: Bert H. Mc-
Cann, of Bloomington, Fred Sterl-
ing of Rockford. John J. Brown, of
Vandalia, Homer RI e of Green View
and William F. Lyryte of Elgin.
--
Ilany Minor Injuriee.
Miner accidents' keep the Ill nois
PAGE EIOIRT •
--rr're-easeweeteseSesearees.
THE 'PADUCAH =NINO SUN '• MIMS-DAY, AUOVAT O.
MURDER WILL OUT RAILROAD NOTES
isliJOIT/VE AWAKENS AND IS
PRISED BY POLICEMEN.
Exclaims. "You Are a Ptilicenian,
Itiu Want Me for Murder!"
Then Rues,
Engineer Smith Boonor, of the II
Beets Central, and family will leave
twilight for Beaumont and Port Ar
thur, Tea.. to visit relatives.
An incline has been built at Gas
son Springs bridge and today en
gine, No. 847, will be pulled out of
the creek bed. Sunday it wen;
through the trestle, after striking a
ft eight train.
Miss Mary Eastman. of 90.5 Harri-Chicago, rug, 29.—The old saying
sun street, has betel called to Prima.-teat "murder erhi out. came true in ton .y
o the serious Hitless of h- -an unusual ea) last ulgtit, when }o 
mother.Beeman Frank Walsh awakened a i
Engineers and Firemen of td- I'man who was asleep in a doorway of
--,ducah and Tennessee districts of ti-the 
Illinois hospital. Washington! Illinois Central, are circulatingboulevard and Hebei-ad street,. 
!petition, subscribing funds to aid tiThe man, long a fugitive from jus-,farally 'of Engineer John Wicks.lice, opened his eyes, saw the pe- Sixteenth and Tennessee streets, wialiceman's star and leaped, to his feet is In the south seeking emtioymett•. with a shriek. "You are a milled% He struck the first section of a pko-man," he cried, as he stood, dazed. senger train at the Union Stationbefore Walsh. A momefte aft-erward'several weeks ago and is out of 'th'ehe collected his wits and ran, but the Illinois Central service. Several dayspolkeutan, draWing his revolver. ago he went south and after his de-forced the man to stop and led him parture his child died. He has neverto the station.
At the station the prisoner at first
denied being a murderer, but later
broke down and confessed that he is
Charles P. Burbage, wanted in Green-
been located, and his family is Said
to be financ•ial:y embarrassed.
a sum has already been subscribed
Assistant Chief Claim Agent Kel-
logg, of the Illinois Central at Chi-leaf, S. C , with a man named W P. (.#10), was attacked by a vicious dogTrawiey, for the murder of Gus Tau- on the streets in Paducah yesterdayner, a negro, two years ann. and bitten in the calf of his left leg.
He said he was arrested after the He had the wound tire ii at the I:-
Murder. which occurred during a am- Iluola Central hospital.
loon brawl, but escaped , Trawley,
he said, escaped at the time. Bur-
bage added that he has been a fugi-
tive from Justice for two years. Central hospital corps+ of physleians
busy. For the past several weeks
there have been many small acci-
dents in Paducah and on the Louis-
ville and Tenneseee divisions.
Floyd Nil:igen, 24 rears old, a
colored laborer in Paducah shop
yards. let a truck frame drop on his
right baud and crushed several fin-
gers.
James Watson, 29 years old, a col-
ored laborer in the Illitttois Central
yards, suffered severe bruises to his
right foot when a sill fell on
J. W. Jones, 53 years old, a Illinols
Central carpenter, stepped on a lootte
piece of timber, which turned and
sprained hie _right ankle.
Will Humphrey. 38 years old, A
°cloned laborer in the 1:1Inois Cettral
shop yards, let a timber fall on his
left foot and crushed it.
Mr. Richard Geagen. of the Illinois
Central at Memphis. is in the city on
ris vacation. He has been in Louis-
ville. and will rettsra to Memphis to-
night at C o'cloek.
A freight car loaded wlth hogs-
heads of tobacco consigned to Louis-
ville, as derailed at the Illinois Cen-
tral station this morning between 2
and 3 o'clock. It was in train, No
180, northbound, and a short rail is
said to have caused the ••
The 'ear in the roar of
and was dragged a considerab.c
ante before it overturned on •
main line. It was jacked up an-;
taken to the shops for repairs this
morning.
LIKE% OUR DEPARTMENT
IM WS 4'111E10 SULLIV \
Fire Chief Stkilivan, of Memphi,
returned home this Morning after
brief visit to Fire Chief Wood. le
arrived from Evanseile yesterday and
spent the day and night here, le ,
ing this morning over the Illi;Barrington Goes to Pee. !Central to Cairo. From Cairo leSt Louis. Aue 29 --"I.ord" Fred- t will return to Memphis on a Lee lin,prick Seymour parrington was taken steamboat. He has been on his vatoday from the Clayton jail where he cation since August IL and has I.
has been confined for four years and through the east... Chief
two months, Jefferson City, where who is an admirer of Chief Wood-he begins a life senten.'e in the pent- fire• department, declares it is tlo
terttiary for the murder of James P. mqgt perfect department 44 its t•17••
McCann. Barrington was handcuffed he ever saw or heard itf
for the first time since 19,413, to'
Thomag W. Morgan. Who was also Return Empty littaehd.
gent to Jefferson City to serve a sen- Empty handed Detective T. .1
ted-e of twenty years for murder. On Moore and Green Dale returned from
arrival at -the penitentiary Barrington sontheaxtern Missouri last evening.
was asitigned to work as a clerk in'They had gone to Paltna to arrest a
the office of a shoe factory, a prison man supposed to be Hefty Leech.
contracting firm. !alias W. T Leek, who got Bud Dale.
Harrington -was under sentence to proprietor of the New Richmond
be hanged here last Monday, but House, to cash -a bogus ehelt for
Governor Folk commuted the penalty $27,0 for him. Toting Dale thought
to life ino,tritt'onrnent. he had Leech loeated at a lumber.'ampfive miles front Palma, but It
Knew the Woman. proved to he the wrong 'man, as he
The conitictur a as seek had only one gold tooth. Detective
for sympathy. laloore joined - Young Dale Sunday at
"Do you see that woman on the Cairo.
left hand side of the 'car. up near the
front?" he asked the thin man on the Spicy -Pivotal+ Cause Arrest.
--tereir Philadelphia, Pa.. Aug. 29.--
"Yes. I see her." Charged by United States postal in-
"The one with the dizzy hat " specturs with the wholerale selling of 
- — -obscene postal cards, Gustave 
111)%1 WDNIAN WON"Well, I think she's tryin' to beat Lang., of this city, who traded under
me out of a fare. When I yent in to the name of the P. C. Novelty cone
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HarVest Gime of Bargains
Friday and Saturday
Pr HE last general clean-up of all summer goods. It's the fl'arvest
Time of Bargains. We have had a dandy season and there
is very little left of real summer goods, but what is left must go---
and along with them we are going to offer many specials that are all-year-
round goods. It's a paying proposition for you to invest now, even if you
will not use.some things until next spring; it's like investing a dollar now
and getting three for it next season. Read all items over, for there are lots
and lots of things you can use now and perhaps it's what you've waited for.
IT'S SURELY A HARVEST TIME OF BARGAINS
•••••4•4 ..401,4,...
•••••
Harvest Time of Embroideries
One table of Embroideries, the remain-
ing Ict of our immense stock of 8c, 10c
and 15c embroideries, all ir one lot, gn
JUfor the sale, at per yard
4
(Some pieces slightly soiled.)
Harvest Time Specihls
25e Corset Tape Oirdles--a dandy—we
have sold all summer; we have all sizes,
and they will be sold during this 19c
sale at, per pair
25e Llee Trimmed Lisle Vests, a dandy
for 25e; all sites, during this sale 9c
for, earth. ...—...._..._. .....
1 lot of Ladies' Vests, a good quality;
odd lot anti regular goods,
at.. — 8c
1 lot of Belts, all kinds bather and silk;
some sold as high as Me; in one
lot during the sale for......._.._ .....
1 lot of Collars, silk and linen; neat de-
signs and dres,y ones of silk; sold np









Al. Lawns and :lefisses and such wash
goods thut:seiri at !tie and 12c peryard are pot in one lot for this 5csate at, per yard ---------------------
1 1.4 of Dress Ginghams in light anti
dark grounds, the regular 121,,c
quality, for this sale, per yard Cie
1'
--••••••••••-•4-•-••-•-•-••••••••,.••••••••••••••••••••-•••••-•/- .
Harvest  Time for Silk
1 lot of Dress Silks in good colors, for waists ordresses, the lot is from our regular The and $1 00
stock; for the sale we plaae them at,
per yard..,,.,,,._..,...,.._-- 39c
Another lot of Wes' Silk, in good patterns, for





Harvest Time of Children's Hose
To demonstrate to you th4t we sell the brat chil-
dren's hcse to be had at the prices we include them in
this sale :
1 lot of Childrrn's School Hose, a good 12 'ye value,   9cfor the sale
We sell a hose in medium weight that will beat any 25c hosein town for..
1 lot of Children's Hose, heavy, light or medium, best gradeof 25e hose, for the sale 22c
Ladies' Hosiery for this Sale
1 ease of Good Fast Black Seamless Hose, a good 10c straight 8cvalue, for the harvest
value, will be sold at 25c
1 ease Mercerized Silk Finish Hose, very sheer, a regular :15e
1 lot of Lace Work Hosiery in good designs end extra fair
totality, only it limited lot, some good value, for the sale
Also Remnants nf Dress Goods. Wash
Goods, Ernbroderies.etc_., gulf Price or' Less
I ease of extra 'good valves in atee's DRY GOODS &-
Half Hose, good neat and fancy pat- CARPETS
dui ing the sale 2 pair
Also the Lest 25e values -to be had in
, 25c 





Skirts and Underst iris
5 dozen hand tailored black anti brewpplaited Panama Skirts, a irood TA,98*0.50 style, for the sale _ ..... 
5 dozen band tailored blaek awl brownplaited.aud trimmed Skirts,-best clo 0grade ever offered, JU
10 dozen be-t In itation Heatherbkom
Underskirts ever shown, made to sellfor 61.25; during the sale yours 98cfor
10 dozen Genuine Heatherbloom Ivntle!
skirts, 33.50 grade; for the
elle will offer at ......  ....
Harvest Time of Shirt  Waists
1 lot of White Shirt Waists, including
some some very high price once;-' em-
broidery and Ince trimmed waists; some
expensive waists in the lot; all in...8c
one big lot for the sale
I ain't quite sure that she didn't pay
me before-soltbough I am almost
positive about it. She !twice to The
like e -woman who'd be glad to stir
up a fuss. I 'can pick 'em out as far
as I can see-'em. You never spot a
Wottlen WIth a face like that who isn't
ready to bluff tier way anywhere. 11
wish to thunder I knew whether she
had pititl her fare or not."
1.1 wouldn't worry about it any
more:" said the thin Man."' "I paid
flee lady's fare some time ago—shell father's lawn !mower down the well.- vesters-aa well as anyone. In Salinemy wife.';—Clevelailid Plait' Dealer.. —Washiugton Herald. county at the last. election a' young
bail for trial. The arrest of Lang is
regarded as the most imPortant capt-
ure yet made in the crusade against.
the objectionable cards. The case
was brought to the attention of the
authorities by a resident of Rome.
N.Y.
VOTES or, m KN.
"Jimmy, you ought to play fttnny
trickle like the Katzenjammer Kils"
' I can't think of nuthin' funny, ;Mr,
Nexdore." "You might drop -3titir
In a letter to a Kansas newspaper
describing life on the great harvest
fields of the state the foliewing amus-
ing story Is told. Whether a true
incident or...uoh aaas the Woman's
Journal, the story Illustrates the fast
i that in politics as in fatally affairs,
.the fundamental characteristics of
men and women remain unchanged:
Some of the western girls are about
as smart as the college- boys, and
'they know how to "wort the . ham'-
woman ran.-tor the office of superin-
tendent of schools, She had a hard
fight and she knew it. So she took
a horse and buggy and went across
country electioneering. One day just
before noon she drew up to a wheat
'field where. twenty men were bar-
!vesting. She was the center of in-
terest at once and the men gathered
around- her.
I 
"I want all you men to vote for
aee.•' she began.
!'What are you acing te do for
fklied out one of the men.
1 'I 1' h. 3 good official." else re-
I "That ain't entaillib—kill you
,
.0010" came hack front the groua
"Yes, I can ettok.'l.
"Well, we've ben Hein' on men's
,:ookIn' for two weeks out here in
harvest, and if you want us to vote
for you cook us a woman's meal."
"I'll do it—where's your cook
shack?" she declared elle alighted
from her buggy. She prepared a
hearty, well rooked meal for the har-
vest crew, and when she went away
they gave three cheers and promiled
her their vOtes She was elected by
a majority of .1s, so that meat was
i•ot cooked in Vain..
The Evoning Sun—Inc. _a w"'e._
Breathing %facilities for Miners.
Consul William H. Hunt, of St.
Etienne, reports that the minister of
public works has recently caused to
be signed a decree ordering the em-
ployment of reaptratory *apparatus in
the mines of France. Every mine
employing lee men underground at
the same time must be provided with
portable respiratory apparatus, ready
for immediate use and allowing a
miner to remain at least one hour In
921 irrespirable atmosphere. The
number 'of these apparatus Must inot
be lesg then two tor each PIA: P4aeS4
in charge of an engineer or inepeetor
familiar with their run:king, and_prn-
vided with ten picked men, who eta
be trained in the use of these appa-
ratus and sent to the seat of danger
immediately' whenever the necessity
arises, A. year is allowed each min-
ing company to comply with the stip-
ulations cat this decree. These pre-
citutio.int have been suggested by the
great dleaster of Courtiers last year.
"Say, paid," whiPered Or t:y
George front the end of the line, "dee
sag Otis here-h.:Ise Used to be 3
itiliet who cored deafness." 'flat so"'
lei:gated Sandy Pikes. "Well, den he
certainly ought to OW4 WI all a gool
thelleirtg,-" ' Clifterga-"Tglir-- - -
•
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